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,WCULLOM TO BE VIGOROUSLY
PROSECUTED AT KUTTAWA
KR. A. K. PURDY RETURNED FROM ATTENING THE BEDSIDE
OF PAVER. DR. PURDY, WHO LIES IN AN UNCERTAIN
CONi.:ITiON AT PRESENT-1111 CRUCIAL STAGE LE:NG
PASSED THROUGH—BEFORE COMING BACK TO PADUCAH
THE SON GOT OUT A WARRANT CHARGING firCULLOM COUNTY CLERK PREPARIN6
WITH MALICIOUSLY SHOOTING HIS FATHER WITHOUT BALLOT BOXLS, ETC.
PROVOCATION.
BUSINESS FIRM
INCORPORATED
"J. R. PROVINCE AND $ON"
• FILED ARTICLES OF DI-
C!..`.P.P01RATION•
ti that city. Mr. Purdy says the *t-
inseling physicians state the media
Con of his father is just :lei at that
point where be may take .1 turn eith-
er %%as, the status be ng of that un-
ceit...nty when the patient is passing
the erucial point. The injured nun
is in a conscious condtion and has
been now for several days, but it cal-
:oat be told what may come in his
I eoedition. All the symptoms now
I are very encouraging and the doctors
%Fair, great hope of his recovery, but
in injuries of this nature where they
affect the skull, nuke the onteoeue
ascertain "Mr
Beier, his risers to ho home in
this city. the son ide k K. Purdy.
Mr A. K. Purdy, of the Abram got a warrant out against McCullom,
Well insurance Agency returned charging him with malic.ously shoot-
yesterday morning from Kutoiwa, iep Dr. Purdy with intent to kill,
where he has been attending snd without provocation. hicCulloto
ti... bedside of his father. Dr. A. U. was arrested and released on bond.
Purdy. who was shot ten days ago 'I he case against him will not be call-
by City Marshal William hicCullotel ed.until it becomes certain what wal
be thc result of the wounds of Dr.
Perdy. If the latter gets welt the
malicious shooting charge will be
prosecuted againat McCullom. while
if the injured man dies the shooting
warrant will be dismissed and lic-
it:idiom prosecuted on the charge of
murder. Dr. Purdy left the case in
the hands of his son, who will not
have it called up for trial until the
fatber's condition warrants it
At the time of the shooting it was
reported In some of the papers that
the physicians bad to remove sore:
of the brain of Dr Purdy in attending
him, but that is a mistake as the twain
was not torn by the bullet and nose
!.rd to be taken ioat
GEORGEOUS ARE THE NEW
QUARTERS FOR THE ELKS
ABOUT ONE THOUSAND PEOPLE YESTERDAY AFTERNOON
e AND LAST NIGHT VISITED THE ELKS' HOME WHICH,
WAS A BLAZE OF GLITTE R AND ATTRACTION WITH ITS
BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS. ELEGANT FURNISHINGS AND
BRILLIANT ELECTRICAL EFFECT—A KEEN APPRECIA
TION WAS EVIDENCED BY THE ENTIRE PUBLIC OF THE
HANDSOME STRUCTURE IN WHICH THE LODGE IS IN
POSSESSION.
• •
r- The "open house" reception yes- lounging room for the members.
teeday afternoon and last evening at On the second floor at head of the
grand staircase is the waiting and
lounging, room for the members,
while off from this is the committee
room, then to right of staircase head
the toilet, cloak and ante-rooms. To
right of the staircase is the entrance
Son of the country. The home was to the large lodgement which Is 6s
emistaetly thronged with hundreds e37 feet in earnei.siens, with eogiag
from opening hour in the afternoon
until tt o'clock last evening, and all
expressed themselves as deeply ap
preciating the attractive quarters lace curtains, with exception of the
of which the lodgemen are justly
proud
The visiting friends included ladita.
,gentlemen and children, and theyO a- visrere usliered lab the building by theFe iffercnt reception eneamitsees that
did their utmost to tsetse all enjoy
themselves The ladies were prel
seated with souvenirs of carnations.
The home cost something like
$35.000 and is a credit to the city as
well as lodge The building cost
Stenos the furai-hings &sow, and
grounds *coo. The structure is of
iandsome yellow pressed brick, with slab, tura feet, and on which is
an arched entranceway leading up to! chiseled the name of every Elk who
from Fifth street by a fine stone step- has died since the lodge was instituted
'way, on each side of which are leo*, sane years ago. There are about
colmns topped with huge electric forty-five who have answered to roll
globes I call for the last time.
The floor of the lobby jtot inside i The luxurious furnishings of the
464 the main entrance door is of marble home are something elegant, wbfle
and very elegant. To the right of the the costly chandeliers that hang from
entrance is the office of Secretary.the center of every room are blazes
Henry G. Nunn, Who is also tha,cus- 1,rif light possi-Wherever
the Elks' Home on North Fifth street.
was a very charming affair and about
1,coo peop' a visited the handsome
structure and viewed the elegant in-
tenor, which is not surpassed by any
similar building anywhere in this sec-
todian of the building. To the left of
• the entrance is the gorgeously
equipped room set apart for the lady ,
members of the lodgensen's
The building is opens from early i
morning until late at night, and at
any hour this room is set apart for
the ladies to gather in, rest temselves
write letters, converse, or make their
toilet in the little private quarter just
to rear of their main reception rioani
Mirrors. dressers, brushes, combs and
4% everything are hi- there for concea-
1 fence of the ladies
•
Behind the secretary's office is the
handsome staircase leading to the
second floor. At the end of the first
Soar entlence hall, is the billiard and
pool room with many tables, for use
of the members only. To right of ,
this room is the dining ball with
tables and chairs for use during'
• .—•
are the kitchen, isooktaa..-- old= closets i
and other quarters necessary to the
culinary department. Right behind
the pool room ie the smoking and
twenty-two feet above the floor, the
latter Of bard pine, well waxed.
The building is draped with green
ladies' reception room and secretary's
office This color of curtain is the
Latest thing out, and the ladies at-
tending yesterday expressed its choice
as one of rare taste, harmonizing love-
ly with water colors upon the walls.
On the walls of the lodgeroom hang
the pictures of many dead brethreg
while the order intends to hang
those or any other departed breth-
ren peoseded the family furnishes
the lodge with the likeness To the
right of the lodgeroom entrance will
In a few days be placed a large marble
hie chandeliers and frosted globes
were placed so as to make the inside
as bright as day.
The attractive interior *tut so-
heated yesterday and last night by
the beautiful floral arrangements, and
also the lodge colors of" gteen and
white ribbon streanshrg from every-
where. Punch and cakes were served
to all by the ladies in charge, the
latter looking beautiful in their gor-
geous costumes.
The Elks are now preparing for
their annual memorial services that
will he heald at The Kentucky the
first Sunday in December. They are
also preparing for the services at
which they will dedicate the new
building the first Tuesday of Decem-
ber.
The coMmittee that had, charge of
Inweishine the 'home was Harry John-
-440neek44117- Itartonan'ai.41-Jahe
man, and they deserve great credit
for the elegant and harmonizing et.-
rengements
On the third floor are four surplus
MR. SMEDLEY WILL FRIDAY
BEGIN SENDING OUT THE
PARAPHERNALIA
Ma tip Deeds Recorded With tne
County Clerk, and Marriage
Licenses Issued
Articles of incorporation yesterday
kdged irob County Clerk Hiram
Smedley by "J. R. Province and Son"
who incorporate with a capitalization
of *JOAO& the stock being divided in-
too shares of Sion each, and sub-
scribed for as follows: J. R. Province,
three shares; Paul Province ninety-
four shares, and Thomas L Cries,
three shares. The company will de a
general implement, buggy, wagon,
etc., businese at their present loca-
tiou.
Preparing Ballot Boaes.
iCounty Clerk Hiram Smedley and
deputies were yesterday busily. eio
aged getting "into shape the ballots,
ballot boxes stamps, pads, education-
al tiqUots and other paraphernalia
needed for the electani next Tuesday.
Friday he will commence sending the
articles to the diferent precinct vot-
ing plies in the county " The ballots,
> es, etc. will be given some one of
the precinct officers to be held until
next Tuesday. These boxes and oth-
er things the clerk is arranging now,
are those for use in the state demo-
Liatic primary that will be carried on
near the regular election voting
booths Tuesday. The regular election
outfit will be sent out immediately.
Next Monday the clerk distributes
Jure in the city the outfits neces-
sary for the general election and also
for the primary
Land Transferred.
ed P. Hamburg has sold
T. G. Stevenson for $675 property
on Harahan boulevard The deed
was filed yesterday for re:ord with
:be county clerk.
R. L. and Dora Pippin bought from
Logenia Geary for $1,000 property at
Twelfth and Burnett streets.
Lizzie Martin sold t.) Waletoa
for $81yo property on the East side of
Scutb Eleventh near Jones street.
Claude Cresson transferred to .B.
B. Hook for $too property in the
O'Bryan addition to the city.
'W. E. Downing bought frown
Annie Jackson for $50 land in the
county.
Land -n the county was purchased
front W. E. Downing by R. L
Weisner for $200.
Licensed To Marry.
The following marriage licenses
were issued by the clerk yesterday:
Rubye Corbett and Charles W.
Thompson, of this city; Adolph Krug
aged 46 and Emma Jones. aged 34
of this city; C. E. Fondaw, aged 22
and Aura Rogers, aged 27 of Graves
county Judge Lightfoot married the
latter couple at his office in the
county courthouse, while Justice I
Charles Emery married Miss Jones
and Mr. Krug at the latter's home in
an South Fourth street. The groom
*allatalo ed as harnessmaicer at
Micheal hers' establishment on
Second and Broadway, while his
bride hae been keeping his house for
h:m for eome months.
 .1•101.11••
$5.000 PINE FOR THE
STANDARD OIL TRUST.
Findlay, 0., Oct. 30.—The Standard
Oil company yesterday was fined
Woo and costs of prosecution for
operating in restraint of trade in
Ohio The defense was allowed forty
(lays to file a bill of exceptions, and
sentence was suspended sixty dare
to give defense time to file petition an
error.
Mr. L. P. Head returned yesterday
to Eddyville • where he is clerk et
the prison.
1M* o4-wh3st-h.-1k. belag-fitted
as a 'Iteffroarn quarters by Custodian
Ntlelfl, who will thereby be at the
home at all hours of the day and
night.
i° • .
BRIDAL COUPLE
!AC FROM TRIP
MISS MAUD FRITTS AND MR.
CLIRfNCE LANDARAM WED
AT MEROPOLIS.
THE 1840 CLUB TO BE
EN1ER1AINED TONIGHT
SUMPTUOUS SUPPER TEND-
ERED BY GROOMSMEN OF
CORBETT-THOMPSON.
WEDDING.
Mir Emma Jones and Mr. Adolph
Krug Married Yesterday—Other
Social Matters.
Delightfully surprised will many
friends be to learn that last week Miss
Maud Fritts • of Metropolis, and Mr.
Clareace Landram of this city, were
united in marriage at the home of the
young lad• In order to surprise their
friends the couple had a quiet wed-
ding, went to Louisville on' their
bridal tour, and returned last *swift
from the Falls City. *they are now
making their home at the resioeuze
De MI. James Pressen. the merchants'
pu.sce....1.0 resides on Broadway near
Tenth street.
The young lady is a beautiful girl,
coining of a prominent Metropolis
family, and she has numerous friends
in this city where she often visited.
She is a niece of Mr. Presnell.
Mr. Landrum Is contacted with the
city engineer's office of th's city, and
is a reliable and sterlin4 young man
who took up Paducah as his home the
past summer He ;s the son of Hon.
George W. Landram, the prmineat
attorney of Smithland. The gr ion
was connected with the United Stases
navy -for ten years, thin.; to high
position of trust, but last spring re-
sieved and took a position with the
Paducah engineering department.
filsinbers of Also Club.
This evening Colonel Fred Kamleo
ter of Kentucky avenue near Seventh
street, will entertain The 18.4o
Club member., and the latter's wives
at his handsome residence on the
sesame. The club consists of a num-
ber of well known Paducah gentlemen
who, were born in the year 1840
and who organized their body sev-
eral years ago. For a number of
summers they gave minuet picnics
that always proved enjoyable. Quite
a nice time will be had this evening
by the clubmen and t'neir wives as
guests oi Mr. Kamleiter. who is one
of the leading members of tne body.
Hallow'een Party.
The (sr' o little sons )f Dr. Robert
A. Hicks vein entertain with a Hal-
low'een party this evening at their
finne,e1627 West Broadway.
Bridal Supper.
Last night at The Palmer the
groomsmen for the Corbett-Thompi
son wedding this evening entertained
the bridal party anti a few outside
friends with a sumptuous supper con-
sisting Or many courses
Complimentary to the bridesmaids
Mrs. Henry Rudy yesterday afternoon
at i oielock entertained with a
luncheo at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs Armour Gardner ot
Familial" avenue
Afternoon Nuptials.
Yesterday afternoon Miss Emma
Jones asd Mr Adolph Krug were
united in marriage at the latter's resi-
dence, 4a7 South Fourth street. The
ceremony was performed by Squire
Emery, who officiated in the presence
ef only a few. No ;irritations were
issued for the affair.
The bride is a graceful and es-
teemed young tidy of this city who
has been making her home at the
groom's resiuence.
Mr. Krug is the well known .fore-
man for the harness-ms king depart-
ment of Micheal Bros. lesitherwork'ng
esteblistanent on Broadway near Sec-
ond street.
The couple have many friends who
extend their congratulatieme.
DISTILLERIES'
MANDAMUS SUIT
AtilTARY PIPE
WAS CLOGGED UP
JUDGE REED TAKES IT UP AF- UNDERGROUND MAINS DUGTER REGULAR BUSINESS IS UP AND OBSTRUCTIONS
, come.
Western Wed/ring.
Miss Eleanor White and Mr. Harry
Austin Prenholine wfl'.I wed tomorrow
at-Salt -Litho-
is charmingly remembered here as a
popular visitor at the home of her
nncle, Dr. J. G. Brooks of North
.;eveeth.
HOMER ADAMS CHARGED
WITH BOOTLEGGING
NINE O'CLOCK TOMI;i1RROW 13
•TIME SET FOR REHKOPF
CREDITORS TO MEET.
Bankrupt Petitioner Was William
Hite, but Not Wm. Hite of the
Fancy Farm Locality.
Judge Reed yesterday said that if
lie bad time he wou'.d thIs afternoon
take up the mandamus litigation of
the Paducah Distilleries Company
against the City of Paducah, wherein
the concern sues to compel the muni-
cipal authorities to grant it a license
to quaonesell liquor in quantities as low as
There are a number of damage
sons an* other cases set for trial on
the regular docket teday, all arrange-
!, ems for disposition of which have
been made, therefore they have to
come first as regards a trial. Thejudge said that if the jury finished
with its actions soon enough this af-
teroon, and there was nothing else
blocking the way, he would take up
the mandamus action, hear the ar-
guments of the lawyers, look into the
authorities they ,cite, and then take
the matter under advisement
It will probably be sometime the
last of this week betore the matter is
decided, as the judge' has to give all
of his time necessary to the Mat-
ters corn ng ahead epf this special
case And he will consider it during his
spare moments
— —
Bootlegging Clu-sied.
Deputy United States Marshal
Wade /Brown returned last evening
from Calloway county. where bu
rested Homer Adams, who is brought
here on the charge of selling liqeo
without a license. The accused will
be arraigned before United Statee
Commissioner Armour Gardner this
afternoon for an examining trial
Rehkpf Bankrupt Case.
Referee E. W. Bagby. of the bank-
rupt court, has set 9 o'clock tomorrow
morning as the hour for taking up
the bankruptcy proceedings of the E.
Rehkopf Saddlery Company, at whicn
time the creditors with unsecured
&aims will meet and select their trus-
tee who is to have charge of the
firm's business while matters are be-
ing settled in this tribunal. This is
the case where the creditors seek to
force into banqruptcy this company.
which is offerine no resistance.
er
Bankruptcy Names.
The petition in bankruptcy filed in
the United States ccurt clerk's of-
fice at Paducah October aend. was
lodged by William H Trite of Fancy
Farm, Ky., and not by William Hite,
who also lives in that locality.
Mr Charles Brown, the brewery
salesman, was in Princeton yesterday
Mr. Henry-C. West and grandson
Nelson Soule, have gone hunting and
fishing at Reelfoot Lake.
CONDITIONS MUCH BETTER
NOW AT THE SCHOOL
THE DOORS FOR THE NEW
BASEMENT ROOM WERE
SHIPPED YESTERDAY
Rabbi Lovitch Made Strong Talk to
High School Pupils on Differ-
ent Kinds of Students
The unsanitary condition that has
prevailed at public school building
at Eighth and HarrOon streets was
corrected yesterday. Supt. Liela made
an investigataan and found the Outlet
pipe that carries *the water asd re-
fuse front the basement closets had
stopped up. Workmen were pat to
digging up the uniterground pipe,
which they gut to at a depth of four
or five feet. A loug puk was then
pushed into the outlet pipe and the
obstruction that had accumulated
Ind caused a complete estoppel at
the flow was removed. As soon as.
theobbstruction was removed and tho
passageway cleared, the toilets be—
gun working properly and the water
does not 'back up and overflow, af
it did for several days. The tins* •
went is now in much better. shape asf
the pupils are not compelled to wit k
around in the places where the °Ye r-
flow made it sloppy and very ti-
toalthy.
Doors Shipped.
yeftettlay
morning Mr Cm. rge
Langstaff. the mill man, receivl d a
message from the St. Louis fan tory
stating the doors ordered from the
concern had been 'shipped yes & :rday
kr use at the Washington buildit ,ig oe
%Vest Broadway. As it takes • everal
-for- freight- to- come here- 'from
St. Louis, the doe's are ear pected
*boat Thursday or Friday, wise :n they
will be immediately moaned.
They are for the weer root a being
equipped in the Washington I &adding.
and which will be U ed by
the superintendent and bead i of trus-
tees as a place of meeting ; for thelatter and as business
Prof. Lie& The doors are
usual slue and Mr. Langst
have them ordered from th
people, who have been ti
ncvs• making thent.
The contractor has lad
basement room, but not
the work of plastering
of the fact that his men
' office for
of an un-
aff had to
e Si Louis
nree weeks
ied the new
yet started
on account
are so busy
with other contracts chi at he has not
the time to let them work at the
school, as the othes I mildings were
c ntracted for first
Forceful Ai draw
Rabbo Lovitch of Temple Israeldelivered a. strong talk yesterday
morning to the chiW ren of the high
school as-their °pea/ ng exercise. He
made a talk upon- ti ie different kinds
of students and p ointed out many
Interesting and nit portant things ofbenefit to the sad tars in their walks
through life. ,
Mrs. J. B. Tura Cr of Murray has re-
turned home al er visiting Mrs. .C.
B Turner of Fit urth and Monroe.
NEGROES FORM BANDS 01 WHIP:CAPS
As a result of prodigtion, of "The
Clansman' in Brookhavon last week,
and threats circulated by whites that
a KeKlux Klan was being organized
here to drive negroes from the corn-
motility, the terrified blacks are said
to.'have formed themselves into bands
of whitecaps and already to have
stahted on a series of depredations on
the whites.
News has reached here from Bear
Creek. in Lincoln ceunty, that Bed
Godbold, a young white farmer, was
fired upon by negro Whitecaps while
riding through a lonely stretch of
woods Sunday night His horse was
Med but the rider was uninjured. and
Godbold, regaining hh feet, dashed
into the thicket and escaped asetord-
to_ceolelbold's etStrz, a white man UTI
inown to tins wit riding a- hundred
yards behind him, and was simultan-
eously attacked by negro whitecaps.
He believes the man was killed ,
Officers have left here for the scent!
of the oiler* d ambuscade to make
rigid invest. gation.
The story circulated that the whites
would feral KuKhne Klan s was done
as a joke, it is asserted, but the ne-
groes too. c the Jokers at their word,
and are deported to be organizing all
over the 'country to defend themselves
against the reign of, terror they be-
lieve to be impending.
No other reports of trouble halm
been 
.received here other Yen the
affair near Bear Creek, and a majority
of chimes are Inclined to seal at
Godbold's story.
Revolotionary Daughters.
The Daughters of the American
RelolutIon will meet Friday afternoan
at _o'clock 
-with Mrs. Armour
Garritter at her home on Fountain
aye/lee.
Mrs. Otho Powell has returned
from visiting in Princeton.
9
4 
.•544.71,.
JUDGMENT FOR $2,000 GIVEN 58 DEATHS
WOMAN FOR INJURIES RECEIVED IN WRECK
ill11
MINNIE BURRADELL GIVEN VERDICT FOR THAT AMOUNT
AGAINST PADUCAH TRACT' ON COMPANY FOR INJURIES
SHE RECEIVED BY BEING T HROWN FROM STREET CAR ON
ACCOUNT OF THE CAR STA RTINO BEFORE SHE COULD
GET SAFELY ABROAD—JUD GE REED REFUSED TO TRANS-
FER TO THE UNITED STAT ES COURT THE PINK UNDER-
WOOD SUIT VS. ILLINOIS C ENTRAL RAILROAD.
1111&
A judgment for $z000 was yester-
day in the circuit court given Minnie
Burradell in her suit against the Pad-
ucah Traction company. The lady
was preparing to step upon a car on
South Third street when it started
up before she could get aboald, and
the lurch threw her violently to the
street and created injuries that neces-
sitated a delicate operation. Hen-
drick, Miller & Marble and John C.
Lovett represented the lady, and
Wheeler, Hughes and Berry the trees
company.
Other Suits.
G. W. Knight got judgment tor
lase against the Paducah Box astd
Basket factory. He was injured
while working arouqd some machin-
ery at this plant. 
In the suit of Felix G. Rudolph, ad-
ministrator of Pink Underwood,
against the Illinois Central railroad
the court refused to have this action
transferred to the United States court
on the ground that the state court
was the proper place for Its trial.
The defendant wanted it moved to the
federal tribunal. Underwood is the
fittlflan who died as result of injuries
received during a wreck on the Mem
phis division several years ago His
estate sues for many thousands of
dollars damages
An answer was filed in the suit ot
GeorTe Hathaway against Ben Weil*
Tn this suit Hathaway claims dam-
ages from WeiIle on the ground that
the tatter's automobile scared Hatba-
way's horse and threw the latter out,
mjaring him.
The defendant filed a motion to re-
quire plaintiff to make a report of
collections and disbursements in the
suit of Mary E. Allison, executrix of
IT C. Allison estate, against Lola
Mankin. Lola Nankin is the dint-
-ter of the late H. C. Allison, wliose
widow is Mary E. Allison The lat-
ter sues Lola Mankin for possession
of land in the county she claims be-
longs to the estate. Now Lola Man-
kin wants the widow to make a re-
port *bowing accounting of all money
and properties coming into her hand
as executrix of the estate.
'There was set for trial on the zith
of this term the suit of Annie B.
Ncott, administratrix. against the Illi-
nois Central railroad. Annie Scott
is the widow of James Scott. the
switthman of -this city, who was last
year -working in the road yards .at
"OLD HORSZ"
REVEALS
SALE
INFAST'S
Embillealid Body
Sisk
of Belay in
Cele.
BODY
Dress
Philetielphia,, Oct. he findin.g
of the ensbalinol body. of a six-
rrionthsaald baby in a drew, suit case
at the Adams Eiepress company of-
fice in this city today has furnished
a mystery whieh the atithefities are
trying tes44/ve with the aim of the
Newark, 'N. J.. assfficials. The dress
suit case was found as the inspec-
tors were gbssag over unclaimed arti-
cles preparatory to having them sold
, within a few days. -The records af
the express office show the csse has
been in possession of the- .xpress
company singe 'jelly i and thatelt was
received from Newark, N. J. k was
-addressed to '31. Jones, 1879 lbain-
-bridge street, Philadelphia, which
-number the pnlice say does not oeist
-The baggage was sent frvim the satin
asffice at Newatk, i'1.
CRUELTY OW KING
LEOPOLD 
.SCOREID
:Hartford. Coma., -Oct ao--Resolst
bons denouncing King Leopold II., of
Belgium, as the author of condition;
in the Congo Free State which, are
characterized as "attentions," calling
for the exclusion of !Reed Smoot from
the United States senate because of
his relations with the Misrmon
church, opposing the sale .,1•beer or
other intoxicant* at army posts, ad-
vocating,the making permanent of the
temporary prohibition of the sale of
beer at the National Soldier's Homes,
protesting against the issuing ot
1iquor tax receipts in prohibition ter-
ri•nry, deelaritig in favor of the right
of auffrage for ,wotrsen were adopted
this afternoon by the National Wom-
an's Christian Teinoetance
When the resolution dealing with
the Congo Free States was first intro-
deed the Belgian governmeet was
'''ritc3MilettfaWftlic/Oitiefnr:Intr'e
some discussion the nanee of Leopold
TT was substituted for That of the
Pelgian government. A resolution
was also adopted. urging the state
legislatures to *demand an "anti-
poligamy" amendment to conattstition
Of the tInited States.
TO BE AVENGED—SOME ONE
"IS TO BLAME FOR
HORROR
Atlantic City, N. J., Oct. 3o.—Ainid
scenes strange' as any probably that
Fulton where he was killed by a have attended a disaster 58 bodies
switch engine. His widow sues For were taken today and tonight from
$23,e00 damages. the West Jersey and Sea Shore rail-
A continuance was given in the read train which Sunday plunged
suit of Dave Johnson against the (of the trestle over .Thoroughfare
Paducah Traction company, the ac- creek near here, after the drawbridge
tion being for injuries sustained by had been opened to permit the sloop
plaintiff aboard one of defendant's Sinbad to pass and then was closed
CATS. I This evening Mayor Stoy and COr-
An agreed other was entered con oaer Gaskill held a conference and a
tinning the suits of Tory Holland Jura' will be impaneled intmedlately.
against C. C. Coleman for possession The inquest 'will be held later this
of ground Holland claims belongs to week. that the Pennsylvania
to him, but which Coleman fenced in It is charges'
The parties to the action then decided Railroad Company, or some of its
ervloyes, caused the wreck because
to have L. Harrison, E. B. Wren
and John Spence make a survey of criminal negligence.
'St
the lands to see whether the property! 
Daniel ewart, who for years has
been the tender of the drawbridge.belonging to Holland or Coleman. has said, according to Public Prato
An amended .inswer was filed in ecutor Albertson, that frequently af-
the suit of Mark Worten against the ter the draw was closed he had to
City of Paducah, and in which actionpayi_ adjust the rails by hand, else the eke-
Worten seeks to keep from 
" tric trains, which are capable of a
some of his municipal taxes to the
city government on propert) he owns. 
ispeed of to miles an hour, would be
thrown from the tracks.
Cameo Docketed Today For Ttiall The prosecutor intimates he has
The actions coati' a fp today
-°Tiknowledge that the company knew
trial before Judge Reed are Albert the tracks did not evezir meet_
Sapplie vs. Paducah Traction corn- that there was a spreaditig of i.rob-
pasty; J. P. Thornton vs. Traction ably one or two inches and that no
company; Marion Lander vs. City of effort was made to remedy the de-
Paducah, and Mary Ann Bloodworth facts
vs. G. W. Colyer.
Albert Sapphic is the Italian con- Mayor Promises Inquiry.
fectioner arid fruit dealer of the Mayor Stoy, standing in the old
Trueheart building on Broadway be- Empire Beak, which is being used
tween Fifth and Sixth streets. He as a temporary morgue, said:
was crossing Broadway at Fifth street "No man who is in emy way re-
one evening about 5 o'clock last Jan sponsible for this horror 'shall ca-
nary, when a car struck him as he cape justice. Whether the culprit 'pe
stepped on the track, and knocked a man or a corporation, we shall pita.
him off. He was laid up several ith in a manner to impress the pub-
weeks with injuries, and sues the lie The coroner and myself are
traction people for *woo damages. rserking together on this and I wish
J. P Thornton was driving down to assure the pee-plc that even
liotath Sixth street last December sleeping and eating shall not inter-
when a passing car scared his harse. fete with the investigation."
The plunging Animal threw out It is now believed, from statements
Thorton whose arm was dislocatea
and others injuries sustained, while
his rig was damaged He sues for
$2,S.
Marion Landes was walking on
'Kentucky avenue near Sixth street
nne night several months ago, when
she fell into one of the epen trenches
that had been dug for the storm water
sewers She fell about ten feet into
the hole, and was badly hurt She
sues for $5,000 damage.; from the city
government.
Mary Ann Bloodworth sues G W
Colyer for $125 claimed due as rent
Tor plaintiff's premises that were oc-
cupied by defendant
HAPPY HOOLIGAN
Col John Austin Spending Week
Working in Mayfield.
Seiko Austin, better known as
-Happy Jack" Austin, is in the city
for a whole week Just to think—a
whole week! How can we stand it?
Lie was until recently driver of the
patrol wagon in Paducah. but of
course •rria one in Mayfield know, him
on that account. He is employed in
Maffsati by Mr E. C. Wolfe in
erecting the smoke stack at the old
woolen mills. In advance we w,si,
to. state 'that there is no harm in him
although he might eppear to be a
of Conductor Curtis, who escaped
evarvelously, that seventy human be-
ings lost their lives in the wreck.
The railroad admits that at least fifty
two perished penned helpless!" in
the cars, the doors of which were dif-
f.cult to open excepting by those ex-
pesienced usch efforts
 0141111111M
"UNCLE TOM"
-"UKIAH"
"TOM" OUTLAWED IN KEN-
TUCKY—"CLANSMAN" FOR-
BIDDEN IN GEORGIA
Both Plays Arouse Racial Feeling
in the North and in
the South
The new law prohibiting perform-
ances of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" in Ken-
tucky, the barring of "The Clans-
man" in many Southern towns, fol-
lowing the Atlanta riots, and the grav-
ity of the race problem in the South
and in the border states, have now
had the remarkable effect of toning
down the "Uncle Tom" production
throughout the country. Today, more
than fifty years after the first pro-
duction of the play dramatised from
Mrs. Stowe's novel, it would be mad-
ness to attempt in scores of Southern
communities a stage version of story
Little Eva, Uncle Tom and Simon
Legree, says the Post-Dispatch.
Features of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
formerly shown with impunity in
many Southern communities have
now been eliminated by careful man-
agers who are fearing that many, if
not all, the Southern states may fol-
low the example of Kentucky and
expressly bar the play by statute.
They are "amending" the play until it
bears only slight resemblance to the
book
All negroes have been dropped from
the companies, one oi which has quit
the South The slave auction and tht
wlsipping scene' have been "modi-
bed" and parts which ignorant peo-
ple might interpret as showing social
causality between the races have been
'edited"
Even woh all this care in trying
to make the play unobject ,inable. in.
numerable towns in the South and
Sonthwest have "Uncle T an's Cah-
in" on the blacklist. If tl ey din not
expressly prohibit it, they tax the
show so highly that it e ,•not exhib-
it, ear else the actors ai-1 managers
fear bodily harm and ' sep away.
These, however, are-all - nall towns.
• In the larger cities the olay draws
well arid the members oi the corn-
-any feel safe.
"The Clansman," howeser. has
been expressly forbidden in certain
towns of Georgia.
Not as Objectionable as "The Clans-
man."
,•bjectionable a, — 'ncle Tom's
r !sit" is to the majorily of South-
n communities, it has not met the
INDIAN BRAVES AND 
'opposition which has lately caused
PALEFACES ORGANIZE se bookings fs- 'the Clansman" zo
A CAVALRY TROOP , canceled Keno eke has barred
atiiscogee, I. T., Oct. ao.—Oine of
the most intiq*. military troops
which has ever been organised in the the feeling a so •-•sug in the South
United States has been perfected ..t
s'tiTlwell, a small town in tbe Chero- t°41hY 
that
 the. 1,y by Thomas Dia•
loe 'Nation, in the full-b1,•••4 district
Sixty of its members are full-blood
Cherokee Indians, fifteen are mixed
Weep& and twenty-fias are white
The first lieutenset is an In-
dian. The troop ha.. soca officially
recognized as troop D, :First Oklaho
nil cavalry. •
U'111:11 MUST YIELD
OR BE ANNIHILATED
••••111111.
So1diers Are Now Approaching the
Regenade Indians From Five
Different Points.
Sheridan, Wyo., Oct. asa—Soldiers
are now approaching the band oi
regenaille Utes from five different
"buy"---Mayfield 'Messenger 1patn, and it is only a question of
tune until the redskins are either
sHogeTAGE u4 REcAN CROP !forced to surrender or are annihilated
lh: theca.,: alu from Fort Keogh, ap-
proaching 'Meade front the north; two
more troops from Fort Robinson, out
of Gillett. Closing in from the south-
west; two from the same fort ad-
vaneing from Arvada. from the south,
and two companies of infantry from
Fort Mackensie, from the west. The
Utes are traveling northwest, and
according to a report today, have not
yet passed the Big Powder.
The band is -making direct for the
Cheyenne ageasey aeross the rivet.. It
row looks as though the several hod
elf the best trees are bearing andi's oncoming military will be able
tbose that contain any fruitage have
if but scantily. J fl, Duerler of
Tarns, who is said to be the pecan
king of the woeld. reported recently
that the crop- in the Brazos and
Colorado river bottoms is far short.
This Yeses Yield I Far Below
Gwatt :Production of rose.
M=• 1INION.INI 
Lawton., Ok Oct. to.—Conusche
county last year produeed appetoxi-
rnately 6on000 bushel of pecans.
These were _gathered from the Fort
Sill military reservation,. the nation-
al forest swerve of the Wichita
moiettains and the big leidian pas-
ture, a few miles south of this city.
TEls year the crop is said to be far
-short of that 'of last year. blot many
MOB VIOLENCE
FEARE TM OH,10
Suspected Negro Thief Shoots ited
10113 Town Marshal.
Dayton. O. October ,e.—Geo.
Basore, town marshal of Franldin,
fifteen miles south of this city, was
shot and instantly -killed this morn-
whil0,11tortigistsc Adsstilliit gee:
Wirie, a negro auspected of being in
pliemed in robberies there during the
past two weeks. White was cap-
tured after an exciting, chase through
the town and is flOW in the town jail
The people are eoraged and mob
violence la feared".
no arrive in the vicinity of Ashland,
Sixty miles north of there, by Mon-
day at least, in which event a battle
will probably be fought in the valley
of 'Tongue river, near that place
Ashland is twelve miles from the bor-
der of the Cleve:ease .reservation, and
the Utes have already cent couriers to
the Cheyennes in ease they decide on,
resistance to the regatta.
Squads of infantry from Fort Mack
intosh left Sheridan today for Arvada,
ishere they will guard the supplies
in order to release the full strength of
the cavalry.
Object to Gas rags-mac
orta:-'40stflonill*"1"1"1"-rtittie
proposed twenty-five-year extension
of the franchise of the Peoria Gas and
Electric company. A committee was
appointed to consult an attorecy an".
take steps to prevent the passage of
the ordinance.
•
nide Tom's Cabin- by statute, but
:Se other oiates are s.pe
No state ha-s "sts • Clansman." but
os. S mates- sr himself a inch tells
th • Ku-Kills-Klan: ia just as ef-
teem .1- y barred by public sentiment
art hi a been ',Hati•iwed in certain
reorgia town- The play was booked
for tours (if the Siouth previous to
the Atlanta riots. !nit those event"
showed ilsit it wonld be extremely
dartgerenia to introduce such a play
a; this time "The Chinaman" v.sis
played in St Louie la-t winter
UNCLE SAM QUITS MAKING
STAMPS; AWARDS CONTRACT
New York, Oct. 30.—After Febru•
:Ay next the American Flank Note
company will manufacture all Unit-
ed States postaage stamps. Under
Cc ntract made public yesterday the
concern meet deliver 27n00o00
stamps daily sot times a week. The
American Bank Note company made
the first postage stamps for the gov-
ernment, and held the contract up
to thirteen years ago, when the gov-
ernment manufactured the Columbian
issue, add down to this day the bu-
reau of printing and engraving has
turtle! ,itit all stamps. According to
the company's president, Warran I
Green, the change was made became
a private concera can do 'the work
cheaper.
DEFIES ULTIMATUM
OF THE GOVERNMENT
University Students In St. Petersburg
Hold Immense Maas Meeting and
Deliver Revolutionary Speeches.
St. Petrosburg. Oct ao.—The gov-
errnent's Intimatum to the faculty of
the university 'annauncing that the
institution would be closed if meet-
ings involving the participation ,f
non
-students were continued, was de-
fied today. An immense mass meet-
ing was held in the university build-
ing at which many workmen, pro-
fessional men and several army
officers were present.
''-'s'Artitet•-•efitanary speeche-
had been delivered a resolution was
adopted declafing that the gifts of
the enosesor October ao, had proved
valueless and asserting that the situa-
tion of-the country is as intolerable as
before thte manifesto. A second reso-
Yrtion' relected a proposition to cell-
Tailor Made Suits
and Coats
Stylishly Made
and Reasonably Priced
IN THE MOST APPROVED STYLES. WE USE ONLY 004110
MATERIAL, WORKMANSHIP IS OF THE BEST AND 01FR
GARMENTS ARE MADE TO F IT AND GIVE SA NCTION.
SUITS $sa.00 TO $40-00
COATS $5.00 TO $6o.00
manigi CHILDREN'S COATS $1.5o 0 $20
Spirited Selling
OF DRESS GOODS
The Dress Goods season is now at as height. We sredicted abet it
would be a great Dress Goods year and the increased volume el
business in this department verifies our prediction. We have an ab-
solutely beautiful collection of fine foreign and domestic fabrics as
all the fashionable weaver: color, and novelties These sr priced tow
in every instance. 
.
Dress Goods for Children's Wear
al inch Plaids at
Inch Fanciest at
Hosiery and Underwear
Protect your Children's feet. wit''. good hosiery and save
bills We are the leading Haeiery house and sell all the
kinds
Ladies' Black Fleeced Hose Ladies* Ribbed Vests
at .
Boys' Extra
at .
Car Is' Meek
at
15( Pants at .
50s.
docuar's
reliable
seaseell'
and
 arir.
Heavy Hose Children's Mod vas
 15e and Pants at . 
Elibed Hose Children's Unit* Soils
154. at
Men's Fast Black Socha Boys' Fleeced Voila mad
at ... 15e Pants at . . 
26e
M. CLARK WILL SHOW YOU SOME VERY EJCLUBIFIFE
STYLES IN FASHIONABLE MILLINERY.
Our Rug Suptemacy
selouleiNglog by coeserresive alseppsra who are buollior with val-
ues mad spuldee. Rugs fir al purposes.
L. B. Ogilvie att, Co.
Agents for Butterick Patterns
Handsome Silverware
TO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
IN SERVING SPOONS, FORKS. POOH& FISH KNIVES, DISH.
ES, ETC -•i-
WEDDING cwrs
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LL
MAKE NO MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OUR
NEW AND ERAUTIPUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
.11,, L. WANNER JEWELL& &9 OPTICIAN
Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage kayo.
Unlimited ticket $soo Meals stud
berth Included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over fir.so each, without
meals; Sa.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fes-
nether particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Agent. Phone n.
brate October 30 with a meet or a dc•
' monstration as the anniversary was
not deserving of important notice and
it was useless to stlay into the hands
of the ,olio 'by provoking disorder,.
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORA TED
3o6 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
ABST BLUE RIBBON
- BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L A. Lagomarsno.
•
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Facts that can not
be Denied:
IS KENTUCKY
WITH 253 DISTILLEKIES
GOING DRY?
THERE ARE 8a DRY COUNTIES IN THE STATE NOW AND
TEMPERANCE IS THE ISSUE IN POLITICS.
'Kentucky is the most unique spot'
le the world today, says the Louis-
%elle Post.
It is one of the dampest and one
of the driest regions on the face of
the earth.
It has 253
out the juice
are only five counties
which ate thoroughly
this product.
The outside world thinks that
Kentucky they bring a pitcher
whisky to the dinner instead of
pitcher of water and that the infant
Kentuckian draws from his nursing
bcole hand-made tour mash instead
of Gail Borden's condensed milk.
It will probab:y refuse to bel eve
that eighty two of the counties of the
state are totally cl-y and that most
of the others have only one or two
spots to serve as oases for the thirsty
Kentuckian e within their borders.
And to crown all the race for
United States senator in the Demo-
cratic party is being conducted on Even Bourbon county has only two
the issue of temperance. wet precincts to 4 • p it from alto-
Saturated Campaigns of the Olden gt ther belying its naAt..e.
Days. 1 The ter!dersnce movement is one
In Kentucky poi tical campaigns of al the phenomena of current Ken-
years ago whisky flowed. Before
When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you the tax had made it too costly, it issaid to have been the custom for a
get bigger bushels, better coal and candidate to knock the top out of'barrel of liquor and hang tin cups on
the most coal Every load weighed the outside for the thirsty to -egale
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union minert. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it. ;
Cr Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.
44=1
P17 7 SBURG COAL Co.
Office 126 Broadway. Jas. J. O'Donnell,
Bed noses No. 3
•
nt.....r.
A rightly
made shoe
IF ONE YOU CAN PUT ON AND
FORGET.
YOU CANNOT FORGET A
SHOE THAT HURTS AT EVERY
STEP; OR A SHOE THAT
SPREADS ALL OUT OF SHAPE
The Foster Shoe
FITS BECAUSE IT IS MADE ON A FOSTER LAST—NOT
ON THE "STANDARD" LAST USED BY MOST SHOE MAK-
ERS. ITS SHAPE IS PERMANENT, DUE TO THE 0000
STOCK AND SKILLFUL SHOEMAKING. THE FOSTER
SHOE WEARS OUT. BUT IT WEARS OUT GRACEFULLY—
RETAINING ITS SHAPE TO THE LAST. SOLE ONLY BY
Cochran Shoe Co.
405 BILOADWAY
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTNE11--TNAT'S 1)11ALITY,"
1
themselves
A Surprise for Outsiders.
Just imag ne a man from the East
entering a Kentucky town, and after
registering at the hotel, as saying to
the clerk: "What's the nearest place
to get a drink of good old Kentucky
wriskyr and hearing the clerk an-
Met'
"You can't get a thing to drink :n
this town; it's dry."
The Easterner would Ihink that the
distilleries, which turn'
of the corn, but there
in the state
irrigated by
:n
sf
a
Educated Criminals and Their Caw
viction.
(Chicago Examiner.)
Thc New York Central railroad was
fined $1011,000 the other day in New
York for rebating Its traffic man-
ager, F L Pomeroy, was fined $6o00
for the same offense.
This is a sweepie, victory for the
forces working to compel honesty in
railroad management; it is a triumph
for the Hearst newspapers, Amick
have led in this battle.
In imposing this sentence Judge
Hall of the United States circuit
court said .
"Such a violation of law is moth
more heinous than the ordinary, com-
mon, vulgar crimes usually brought
before the criminal courts Those are
crimes of sudden passion and tempta-
tion. These critnes we are dealing
with were committed by men of edu-
cation, business experience and stand-
ing in the community, and as such
they should be expected to set an ex-
ample of obedience to the law, on the
maintenance of which the security of
their property depends."
Crimes committed by "men of edu-
cation, business experience and stand-
ing in the community' are not easy to
detect. In chit case the evidence
which secured the conviction was ob-
tained by the Hearst newspapers-and
given freely by them to the United
States department of justice.
The criminals are railroad officials.
To a man they now support Mr.
Hughes.
The beneficiary of the crime was
the sugar trust. All- of its political
henchmen, from Mr. McCarren up—
for he is the lowest of the lot—are for
Miele'.
Today the most powerful united
political interest in the United States
is the railroad interest. Its most dan-
gerous business weapon is the secret
rebate.
The Hearst newspapers have never
feared to attack any railroad which
violated the law, and they have proved
their case against this rood.
The New York Central road is a
power in New York politics, but hon-
esty and devotion to the rights of the
people are greater powers. When
Mr. Hearst forced the New York Cen-
tral first to the bar of justice. then
Ito the criminal's dock, he manifested
that titter indifference to corporation
I power that has always characterized
him.
"It is useless," said Austen G. Fox,
counsel for the road, "to attempt to
defend rebate cases in the present 
Above all men h'is praise I sing;
The royal banners are display'd, '
state of the public mind." And may success the standard aid.
clerk was crazy. But that is what
would happen to h.m in eighty-two
comity seats of Kentucky, unless the
clerk referred him to a blind tiger.
Kentucky has always been associat-
ed in the public mind with whisky.
Nine outsiders out of ten, if asked
.what people are the hardest and most
constant (Vinkers on earth, would
answer "Kentuckians." The Ken-
tuckian and his thirst have furnishedl
almost as many jokes for the comic
papers as the mother-in-law.
Bit the advocates of the only drink
that Adam knew are getting the up-
oer hand of the toper in Kentucky.
At any rate, the temperance map of
the state looks mighty dry.
The Temperance Map.
This temperance map is a matter
uf 'amazement even to Louisville
people When thcy notice the large
white area that is dry they can't
Lelieve it is a mip of Kentucky. But
it is a fact that only five counties,
Jefferson, Meade To-A, Kenton and
Campbell, are practically all "wet."
ti:cky history. Its extent and signi-
ficance ....- just beginning to be ap-
preciated. A glance at the temper-
ance map shows what a lasge part
of the state is already dry The tem-
perance legislation that was passed
I by the last legislature, the placing yf, the lid on Louisville and Lexington,
the race for United States senator
with temperance as the issue, the ac-
tion of Kentucky Masons in shutting
1out
 liquor dealers, all indicate it .s
I el+ at all improbable that a few years
will find all Kentucky dry If a vote
were to be taken by the whole state
on the question of wet or dry it is be-
l'eved the drys would have an over-
.. herming majority.
en to the Unked States attorney gen-
eral.
When a jury can be shown letters
written by the two parties to a crime
showing clearly their crimiaality, it
seems merely silly to charge the fe-
vered state of the public mind with
the inevitable verdict of "guilty" tint
follows.
Mr. Fox niade but a lame excuse.
Evidence, not public prejudice, de-
feated him.
In the Days of Old.
Rome. A. D. 3o6.
"Ah, my Manilius, whither away"
"To the baths, good Lucian. Wilt
accompany mer
"Not today, Maanlius, I have a
small matter of business with the
pretest." es
"Nothing serous, I trust?"
"No. no. A mere question of
handful of denariia I'll tell three
about it, good Manlius. It happened
last night. I hooked up my new cha-
riot for the first time. Ah. 'tis a
beauty! A body bluer than the Aege-
an with wheels as red as Apollo's.
And as for :need, I'll match it against
the emperor's! WC!. we were bowl-
ing down the Appian Way at A two.
Monte el-p, when an old man tried to
cross before us. Ah, I bowled him
over neatly. my Manlius. He was
my twenty-first this month. But as
put the lash on my team a servile
underling with a tin badge upon his
breast ran out and caught the horses
by the head and demanded my name
n d number.'
"And you clove the insolent fellow
to the chin?"
"No, my Manlics I was just out of
cicves. But there, the pretor awaits
me. Vale, my friend vale."—Cleve-
Led Plain Dealer.
II.T.Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE MI NORTH FIFTH
TELEPINOWDS:
SISIMeree apd MINN
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYINSL
Will practice in all courts ef
tee*. # b' #
Mr. Fox was right. The public
mind is alert. It thinks that even
a railroad corporation should be made
to obey the law. The public mind
ha* been awakened by the arguments
and facts continually offered by the
editor of this paper, while the 114144••••
ness of Mr. Fox's task was made
Ke
complete %y the uncontroverted doc-
umentary evidence collected and giv-
Poetical Heresy.
A poerp in which by readng the
lines in a certain manner a meaning
reverse of the apparent one can be
given is preserved as the work if
the Irish rebel squire, Arthur Con-
ner, the friend of Lord Edward Fitz-
gerald. At first sight the line seem
a conventional royalist tribute, but
if the first line of the second verse
he reed after !he first line of the
last verse, and so on, the poem be-
comes a very different thing.
The pomp of courts -id pride of
kings
I prize above all earthly things.
;ove my country but the king,
fain would banish far from hence
The "Rights of Man" and "Common
Sense";
Confusion to his odious reign
That foe of princes, Thomas Paine!
Defeat and ruin seize the cause
t`f France, its liberties and laws!
—New Vert Tribune.
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THE NEW AND 1.111.AFGED EDITX•H CF
WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONAnY 1
. ,alba/ ta Vocabulary. I i ; t; A -row:. . 
NI in site and contents, judingtos!y• .••
looted to exclude corruptions of 1.-...i
=ad to avoid vfni=telligitilo te.
Imola In Arrangement. Erch word .e-
?Vint n pro-1 ..i. cn I .. . • correct slvtua :le: -
iced place 1:.i.111 lusioli,y caught W ther:v-
*nil. in Ztycitolrglao. Thew aro t , •
1
r4.-1taL.A"lia°,21."3"ait-nheyeinisish"ir thr.4;:ii
-21 hi r ; lob Is 
t:
4 ' '
Ie.  cilt.eg sit II I.S0 attir
.i e r, . )Suaut .-sr. .
*IV ,tuni- :1 tilt which ii-r tomtit I i i!:e
2111111W-ts-111.11nitlans - Tao) tea ..1s..e.
• er om.Vvitriata,wriu til LI kir....n . :rs :
of VilonnIng. Many ' alt•:::11-
tines aro illustrated.
lticels in lta Appendix which is • pm keel
fv.....m,,tvrtz:-4P .1' u- Iiii I.. NV kNI re.
Duals as a Working Dictionary. ',,.
villyr Wok Callmfid lei I., mitt 11 II-Cl 1
formation. or it sn in,liapc .-al;li•
Nnme. study, reboot, or office,
The International has 2380 quar-
to pages with 5000 illustrations.
25,000 new words have recently
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
vised under the supervision of W.
T. Harris, Ph. D. LL. 1 i. , U. S.
Commissioner of Education.
J.
We
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FREE- "A Toot la Pronunciation." In-
structive and entertaining
tor the whole taAlly. Also (was
Illuetrated pampluet.
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WIC ISAINIBLE.-44
Hahn's broken nose seemed to help
him bet. kie had done almost no bit-
ting up to the time the beak was
corked. After that he killed the ball
by four kits
HendridE Millet9
db Marble
LAWYM1111.
slid wound up making
in the finale- The broken nose treat-
meat, however, is hardly likely to
becomepopular, despite its grout
itsccess in the case of Mr. Hahn
state.
lag,
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Roth phones 31. 
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The Pack land Proposition.
Vote for the park toads. It is vi-
ralYy necessary. Your taxes will not
be increased one penny and we will
have the beauty of larks and their
health-giving effect.— Paducah News-
1)emocrat
The above from oce of the cor-
poration orgapon.eather for theper-
post of deceit*, die preple ioto .vot-
ing for $t000m worth of park bonds,
er the writer of the paragraph is a
very poor Nosiness man and does not
know how tie figure oa prpeopeition
The statement is made that "Your
taxes will not be increased'ette' pen-
ry." Let us take this question up in
a business way and figure on it. if
the bored proposition carries it means
that the city uet borrow $t000tic
or sell the bonds for that sum. The
interest on Pomo° at five per cent
v. II cost the taxpayers $5,000 a year.
We suppose the bonds would be for a
term of twenty years. and if ao, un-
der the law the taxpayers must pay
&it-twentieth of $icio,000 each year,
or Wax, which is pleced in the sink-
ing fund With which to redeem the
tonds at maturity. Now we have
:coo° to pay each year for interest Oa
the boads and $sooti each year to be
p.aced in the sinkina fund, making
$t0000 that the taxpayers must pro-
'ode each year. Rut that is not all.
When the parks ar._. purchased and
established, the parks 'must be main-
tained and kept in order. To do this
it Will cost the city anywhere (rout
$5.otao to Pomo a year. This stun the
tax payers must also provide But
take the lowest figure, $5,000 a year,
for maintaining the parks and we
then have a total of $iocioo a year
• tnat must be raised among the tax-
payers. Every one sv.11 agree that
the taxpayers must pay $5,000 a year
interest. $50oo a year to the, sinking
fund and. $5,000 a year to maintain
the peeks, making the Pomo a year,
•
_yet the News-Democrat, a crporatioo
-o:gan says "Your taxes will teat be
ir.creased one pennY.''!Wfictie is the
415.000 a year to come from if not
.from the taxpayers? And can the tax•
payers pay $t5,000 a yes* ariBliteut
increase in, their taxes? If they can.
we would like to see how it can be
done. The parka- are not only non-
prodective ot revenue, but are a con-
stant tax to Ste people. At is argued
that the legislature says the tiey shall
-pay over to the park connuinssonarn
$5.000 each year, but it happens that
the people of Paducah govern this
city and not the legislature, and we.
do not 71olieve toe park act 'would
stand a test in the courts. %Ye have
reasorts ,for this.-Isciief and the first
one is that the leMslature overestep-
ped its power and authority Whea it
urdertook to pass both a•-law just hi'-
it did when it decrea,d that Pactucab
must have 30 policemen, and which
the republican general council ig'-'
notes. Our second remon is this—
'The constitution fixes the limi.af the
rate of taxation in Paducah at $1.85
on the $too. The republican counc:I
•
for political effect
ance of the needs
city, cut the tax
or through ignore
2i this growing
rate this year to
V.65, and have already discovered
that the rate Must be raiseal next
year, if the streets :ire to be tin-
tamed and other en?, ties met. •-4t
will take $1.85 to- conduct the affairs
of the city as matters now stand. The
constitutional limit is St.lis. If the
park bond proposition carries the
sur of $f0000 'per year additional.
angst he raised, and this means 15
•
cents on the $toce as the taxable
property in Paducah is $ro,000.000 in
round figures. .If the constitutional
limit i; reached in geneial expenses
of .the city government, how is the
cita to increase the tax rate 15 cents
more? If the .15 cents roust come, then
It stands to reason that the other
tiepartments of the city must suffer—
the rate cannot be over $1.8e, and
if 15 cents of that rate, goes to parks
it will leave but Sty° for other 
.
pur-
poses, and the city at this moment
knows that the rate of $1.6s for this
year is too low and a deficit will oc-
cur this year. What .benefit is it to
the city to estabrisn parks if its
streets are to be neglected, its fire
department decreased and cuts ma&
along other lines? We are dealiag in
facts and figures, with the records to
back us up. It takes money to buy
parks and it also takes money to
run the city government The who
park bond business is uot based or
solid business principles, when ev-
erything is considered. It saddles a
larger bonded debt on the city and
is but playing into. the hands of the
corporations who are striving to load
the city down with a heavy bonded
debt so as to prevent the city from
ever ewninca waiter and lightiplant.
If the city owned a water and light
plant the, profits from thaw eintilities
would give the city all the parks it
might need in less than ten years.
The park bonds and all other bonds
and contracts should be defeated not
anly this year, but every year until
the people are given a vote-on owning
a water and light plant. Further-
more the next representative from
lacCrackea county should be instruct-
ed to have the park bill repealed. The
people of.this city are capable of self
government, and if they are not, they
'should surrender their charter and
have the gang of politicians at Frank-
fort to run the city There is no
way to compel the city to create
parks unless the people of thts city
want them If the matter is carried
into the courts, the late law will li-
sta aside like the one of a few years
ago that attempted ....) fix the salaries
of firemen in the cities
-
How To Vote.
I It steins difficult for Some
to understand how ti vote the
fintoshed them on election day
the election next tuesclay each
4:eery voter who is registered has
the privilege of voting for a candidate
for congress, for police judge of Pa•
eincah, for four aldermen, for seven
ccuncdmen (two an icurth ward) for
seveá. school trustees (two in fifth
ward; a vote on the water contract
_nd a vote on the park bonds. Each
l‘oter designates his vote by atamp-lig a cross mark in the square at the
right of the name of the candidate
for whom he desires to vote, and op-
posite the word "Yes' or "No" on the
water contract or park bonds. Every
voter does not only have the prir-
:lege of voting for councilmen and
school trustees from his own ward,
but he also has a vote on councilmen
ant. school trustees for the other five
wards. Ward lines have nothing what
ever to do with the casting of votes.
••--••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••
done they went to the republicanIMETS TURNED .
who areOlemucrats wanted a dirty joir
newspaper, yet that paper frequent-
ly prates about standing for the peo-
ple and would have the public to be
live it to be honest, yet it was the
oily shop in town where intended
ballot box stuffess -could procure
fraudulent ballots. Now that ,paper
f.vor*
 
making examples of those who
might buy up the • iegistrationcertl-
fieates of such voters as may tell
them, but we consider men who
knowingly print fraudulent ballots to
he guilty cd a graver crime than that
oi buying registration certificates.
Both classes of criminals should be
irdicted and punished as providesi by
law. By all means let the law ae
en forced.
--.SI••••• -
The corporation organs true to
their natures and that of their own-
ers undertake to make it appear that
?he parks are for the benefit of the
poor man. Yes, ant -she poor titan
will have to pay more for parks 41
proportion to what heel:terns than iay
other man The man with a little
home or small propertyholdings pays
on about an So per cent voluation—
the corporations and wealthy citizens
pay on less than a so per cent val-
uation. Everybody knows this to be
true. Hundreds of men who own lit-
tle homes will be !wavily taxed with-
in the next twelve months to pay for
sewers and other improvements, and
if the park bonds carry, be will he
taxed 15 cents more cm the too for
that purpose. The corporation or-
gans need not be so solicitions of the
poor man, for the small property
owner, and renters who pay the
bulk of the taxes see through the
cctporation scheme, and will pole for
his own interest by casting 'has vote
against the bond prapositioa. The
corporations are for the corporations,
snd the poor man is for the pool
man
The heading on the ballots ie be
used next week is misleading on the
water contract proposition In large
slat it reads "City
Question," and if a voter
posted himself on the proposition 
Gifts Up Shist)- LNe.
etilps to. read the fine- print below 
.atain T. J. Moore, .he detective.
People the head, he is as apt to think hs oreparing to retire om the proballots ,oting on beyin,4 rhe water wit*, a, if ession and is now eon ileting many
anything else. A, I lie piivositio.i icitiemments to be o.--ned in to the pn-At
anl only relates to 3 cOtitraCt _fur fire
hydrants,- the heading "Else .Aiydrant
would have been the prop-
give it
WRONG V"! Off
REASOR PICKED UP IN CON
DITION THAT LOOKS LIKE
ROBBERY.
4°-
Coal Company Complains About Pet-
ty Thievery Around. Yards—
Business of Police.
H. W Reasor of Newfield, was
found lying, in a very *oaken con-
dition atThird and Washington
streets last evening by Officer:
johnsonind Cross. He was carried
to the City Hall and there it develop-
ed his pockets were turned wrong-
side out, and all his valssables gone,
if he hadaany,
A iration certificate ton his
person showed he was from May-
field, and as he was too . drunk so
tt.lk when found, the authorities be-
Leve some one took advantage of
his helpless condition and robbed him,
this being evidenced by the condition
of his pockets
Disorderly Conduct
L. W. Henderson was arrested
last evening by Officers Hurley and
Seiner on the charge of disorderly
ecnduct. Ile was taken charge of out
in the Littleville section of the city.
Much Osal SessIsti.
The Central Coal and Iron :con
palsy's branch office last night re-
potted to the police department that
after nightfall each evening own,
thieves come erected the company
yards and cars and steal considesable
fuel The police on that beat were
directed to keep a eh:tee watch on the
yards in order to make arrests and
break up the theft
Trespass Clorged.
Charles Rollins was a—estee yes
terday at the instance o; W. If
Mann, who claims that Rollins en
feted epos hie property and stole ;
piece of iron several fi • in length
Mann charged Rollin. ,ith wilful
trespass.
"Bonef Jonas Mat. - Dead.
Chief Cortina yesoods. got a long
distance telephone an. smote from
Joppa III, asking that *itosey" Jones
be notified of his sister's death The
cfficers know no one of this name
Tampering With Elections.
According to the Sun a strict
watch is being kept for persons who
template engaging in the buying
of registration certificates, and it 's
ablest' ecl that vigorous prosecutions
will follow. This is as it should be,
for it is a serious crime for any one
to tamper with the franchise of the
ballot Such persons should be cog-
%fitted and put in the penitentiary.
Tree years, ago when a lot of fraudu-
lent bollots were printed for use in a
• NA •
autocratic primar
.
y in this city, the
• •
Paducah Evening Sun was not on
retool as being in favor of prosecut-
ing those guilty of the crime. And
was the Paducah Evening Sun.
not in favor of protecting the purity
of the ballot at that time? Simply
because the crime was committed in
the office of the 'Paducah Evening
Stni The manager of that sheet re-
quired an apprentice iithe office to
set up the fraudulent ballot and it is
*saiff. thit the boy received five dot-I
tars for Setting imp and running ofi
Lhe job, and afterwards . vi:h.en -an in
vesstigation was instituted, -before a
magistrate. the Sunseupplied the boa
w:th hnOney and toldillm to strip our,
..tie did Winn certain ernes
Contract" 
er one to Every voter abould
get an educational ballot. fio e sin.
Water Works
has not
•Ir
derstand that moo, of I ant have
been prioted, and post 11;.iisetf thor-
cughly before going t , the e
If the water contra.: such
good thing for the c;ty why is th•
water company so anxious for it to
carry? Who is it that is flooding the
City with reprints Of the contract, and
who is it that 14 having mow educe-
tonal ballots printed? If this fire
hesitant contract was not a good thing
:or the water conip.i.y, that company
would be fighting it. For this propo-
s'tion to carry, simply means that the
city will be prevented from installing
its own water works.
A Broadway merchant is authority
for the statement that a republican
alderman told him that if the
00o park bond issue carried that lie
did not expect the city to get value
received for more than Sso,000 of it.
This republican alderman also said
that this is the way he figures on all
such matters. If tl.- is be true, the
voters should not only 'see to it that
the bond proposition is defeated, but
the republican candidates also.
When the corporations get oto and
spend their time and money to carry
tr.; propositions now before the peo-
ple, it .is time for the people to think
over the matter. The issue in this
city is between the corporation in-
terests and the people s interests, and
the corporations are not out looking
for the public's interests;' they
that for tt e public to do,
•
Miss IC'eherine Flowers of 'Cialem-
bus, Ky.. has gone to Woodville, after
ersiting Mrs Wm Pippin Soutl
Thit-teenth.
Pareies desiridg th4 best table set-
vice at parties, dinners or any social
feetures Sail Dick Logan. old Oboe235t
departme—
JUDGE STANDS UPON TRACK
Stops an Arregyo Motorman and Or-
dm His Szmomory Arrest 1 Wl'entigtot. Del.. Oat p.—A trol-ley — was wlezzing down Dela-
ea-. Avenoe !net the nostorrnan Fred-
erick Shaw. was reveling in the priv-
i:espe of 54r..sting past persons who
iranticalls saved for t'ae car to *top
It was not the first time that citizens
.-.nd theis wives had stood like that
and vainly waved, for she motormen
. f Wilintinioon, and r•pecially of the
Delaware avenue line, . re scornful of
the "commor people -
Ai the avenue and loidney street i
party had. waited and waved while
two cars shot by like ilevil-may-care
automobiles. The ea, .'riven by Shaw
came along and hopef..11y arms were
waved again. Instead of decreasing
speed as he came in ,ight of the
group, Shaw went al faster. Then
one man jumped out on the track and
stood there and the car came grinding
to a stop.
"Hey, there, wheel &smatter with
you?" yelled Shaw. With interpolated
words that left no doubt 'that he was
angry with the intruder. "Say. for It
cents I'd get down and knock your
block off."
"That will do." said the man calmly
as the party got on.
But it would not do for Shaw. He
refused to start his car till he had his
say. Before he had finished that -a
pc
-Beeman came up.
"Arrest that guy," demanded Shaw
"He got in front of my car."
"Justice Cochrane!" gaspe4elher po-
liceman looking at th! accusaFtnan.
"Yes," said the man who had stood
on the track, "that's my name. ,A-4
rest the motorman apd bring him be-fore me tomorrow.' 1:p:Shaw was led away. The koowled
that the man he had badgered was
the itsstice of the municipal court kepthim ton busy thinking to talk
a••••••••••••••••••••• •,•=0•1•••
POSTAL CLERK IS ARRESTED
Accused of Stealing Packages From
Railway Mail Pouches.
•
St. Louis, Mb., Oct. so—After an
investigation lasting six months Post-
office Inspector Fulton today caused
the arrest of Daniel Woodward,
St years ofd, a railway postal clerk
On the charge of stealing packages
horn mail pontches addresses to south
WeStern po'nts. InSpeCt0A Fulton
gays that when :Woodwint Wit•
RACKET STORE
s.+40.p00000troo-r-o+++.4.ons-tr,1* 4-4-44+4-4-1-44-44+4-4-S-14.44+14444
WHILE EVERY DEPARTMENT LN OUR STORE IS FULL. OF,1-HE LATEST AND BEST THE SEASON AFFORDS WE CAL,C
, SPECIAL „ATTENTION TO OUR LINE OF WINTEft UNDER-
WEAR. 
-
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN UNDERWEAR FOR WORE)
UNDERWEAR FOR CHILDREN.
-,-..•••=••••••=••••,...••• •••••• ...-•••••••••••
MEN'S HEAVY FLEECED
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS A SUL
'Sc-
MEN'S EXTRA HEAVY HIGH
ROCK FLEECE SHIR"S AND
1:RAWERS IN BLUE OR TAN AT
soe A GARMENT.
MEN'S MEDIUM WEIGHT
RIBBED UNDERWEAR NEATLY
FINISHED IN EVERY WAY—A
DANDY FOR soc A GARMENT
MEN'S RED FLANNEL UNDER
WEAR Sa.00 A SUIT.
MEN'S HEAVY RIBBED 3-1
WOOL, NON SHRINKABLE $2.00
A SUIT.
MEN'S GLASTENBURY WOOL
UNDERWEAR I. A SUIT
MEN'S "COOPER" RIBBED UN-
DERWEA.R Ss A SUIT
CHILDRalli UNDERWEAR.
CHILDREN'S SOFT MIMED
GREY FLEECED SHIRT AND
PANTS FROM IOC TO ssc A GAR-
MENT ACCORDING TO mut
WANTED.
BOYS' EXTRA HEAVY
FLEECED TAN SHIRTS AND
DRAWERS soc A WIT.
UNION SUITS.
BOYS' HEAVY FLEECED GRAY
UNION Rum use.
BOY'S EXTRA HEAVY
FLEECED TAN UNION SUITS
Sox.
CHILDREN'S KED KISSES
UNION SUITS IN GREY AND
CREAM AT es. so AND sic.
LADIES IINDERVIZAIL
A FULL AND COMPLETE
LINE OF LADIE._ tANIDICRWILAR
IN ROM T11.. SEPARATE
VESTS AND PAN : AND UNION
SUITS INCLUI): G EXTRA
SIZES IN EACH.
LADIES' FLEECE RIBBED
VESTS AND PAN'S IN GREY
CiR CREAM anc EACH.
LADIES' GLOVE FITTING.
SOFT FINISH, RIBBED VESTS
AND PANTS, REGULAR AND
EXTRA SIZES EACH ell AND soc.
LADIES' CREAM. RIBBED, o
HANDTRIMMED VESTS AND
PANTS, EACH so CENTS.
LADIES' BLEACHED RIBBED
VESTS AND PANTS IN REGU-LAR AND EXTRA SIZES EACH
so CENTS.
LADIES' SOFT FINISH, CREAK
RIBBED VESTS AND PANTS
REGULAR AND EXTRA SIZES
EACH so CENTS.
LADIES' EXTRA HEAVY mazy,puattED VESTS AND plans.
RECRILAR AND EXTRA S/JERS
41I AND so CENTS.
LAD
, 
!sit AND
 $4.2s.U P01 SUITS ATss.  5o,
LADIES' fLANNELETTE
GOWNS AT go sei, se, es, oe gs. ge.
96 Sum $519 Sias, S1./19 AND
Si*
THESE ARE THE VERY BEST
MAKES AND RUN IN FULL
SIZES-
LADIES ' FLANNELETTE
SKIRTS ss. is. 39, so AND' slt
CENTS.
I ' FLANNELETTEGOWNS elk so AND $o CENTS.MEN'S FLA/OMELETTE NIGHT
SHIRTS AT so AND 75 CENTS1
PURCELLMOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY
Subscribe For The Register
Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK. Watches
EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS AND A GEKTRAL
SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HAND.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL AND
SEE OUR STOCK.
LOOK OUT FOR OUR HOLLIDAY GOODS. ATTRACTIVE
PRICES AND A PRESENT VOR EVERYBODY.
WARREN & WARREN
JEWELERS AND olynamis
417 Broadway.
rested a grip carried by him on his
runt was searched and found to con- . WE USE
tam n five pairs of shoes, silverware
and several articles of clothing. Wood The KING OF ALLward ran on the Frisco system be-
tween St. Louis and Monet, Mo
VENERABLE LADY.
Mrs. Emma Walker Died Yesterday
Morning of General Debility.
Yesterday morning early Mrs
Emma Walker died of general debil-
ity at the residence of Mr. John Lehn-
liard of 700 South Twelfth street. This
afternoon at 2 o'clock the funeral ser-
viees will be held at the residence
with interment following at the Wil-
kins' cemetery, six miles from this
city on the Mayfield road.
Mrs. Walker was born seventy
years ago near Boston, but came to
Paducah about wartime and had since
made it her home She was married
twice, both husbands preceding her
to the grave She left two sons
Messrs. Vol Fleck and Samuel Walk-
er. - Her mother only recently died
near Roston at the age of tos years
Mc. John McCandless and Wife have
returned from a st sera, day's trip •••
nemphis
y,
•
•
BOSOM IRON ERS
WHY?
rest.
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen Is. Woo-
ing. 11 
iNo other like it n West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
200
•
•
•
•
•
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PENALTY FOR tHEAPER GAS
COUNTY TAXES WON BY CITY
TOMORROW IS THE DAY PRE- INDIANAPOLIS IS UPHELD I
SCRIBED FOR PENALTY RIGHT TO SELL COM.
TO GO ON PANY'S OPTION
The Lint el Next Mouth the City Maihelag Held in Peoria, Illinois to
Pets the Penelty on all Those Oppose Gas Franchise
V/hci Rave Not Paid Extensioo
Today is the last day in which pco-
pie can pay their county and state
taxes without having to bear the ad-
s &lion of a six per cent. penalty on
the total amount due from them. To-
morrow being the first of November,
the law tirovides that commencing
that date, all who have not paid their
cou.nty and state taxes shall be corn
tolled to pay the six per cent. penalty.
In order not to bear the Penalty,
many people have been paying their
taxes since the first of this week.
Shortly the sheriff will commence
making out his list of delinquents.
whose names, location of property' 
Long Litigation Rada&
lodtagapolis, Ind., Oct. ag.—The
• and amounts due, will be published in decision of the supreme court in the
the newspapers The ?roper!), .ewner Indianapolis gas case ends 3
is then bound to pay the addttionel long and impeitant litigation
cost incurred by the fact of .peonea Under, the charter of the
tion The county and state tastes art 'echleethers' Gas Trust Company, et-
paid to the sheriff f ganized to supply nat•tal gas. theOne month from tomorrow' 'eh? had a rigat to an option on its•
half of the city taxes. As ' ;0*m should the comply ever retire
per cent, penalty geiei oft (Ulf lost' tiom the gas besmear.
e 'supply    the company wood frOm the
half of the city taxes; atiweljto;irti Since the faileto in the natural was
the month, begamete
City Treasurer John Joiletrian field and the c Zi soot :ts otitis./ to
be kept very busy reeeiPtitig the Otizens' Gas company, organized
for the niunicipal lazes dna from, by popular subscription of stock to
them. The treasurer., hag sersattMep haOPIY artificial fuel gas at a race
like Pasamo to collect, and those who not to execeed 6o cents the thousand
do not pay by the last -day of next P'bie' feet
month have to bear the penaley The supreme court has &tided that
the city had the right to sell the op-
4
Washington, Oct. sae-The supreme
court of the United mates today de-
nied the application of Rosa H. Cole
and others for a writ of certiorari in
the case of Cole vs. The City of In-
dianapolis, involving the right of the
city to control the works of the Na
tional Gas Company in that city.
The decision by the court of ap-
peals was favorable to the city anO
the refusal of the supreme court to
bring the case up for review has the
effect of affirming that decision
4
(1.
4-
*.
Bring your Fleishman yeast toie ti°n
ets to us, and we will redeem them
and give you nice fresh yeast fo- PAT
thern. at Biederman*.
BURGLARS REVEALED
BY SPIRIT WARNING.
Medium Rumba From Seance to
Find Home Kaased. but
Valuables Sate. •
New York. Oct. aa—Mrs. May o
Pepper't private setretary is authorito
for the statement that a 'tip" from
a friendly spirit enabled the "medium'
to detect a burglary in ber Brooklyn
residence last night, and also tho feir
of the spirits caustet the heel-shin to
Ilee without their expected boot,.
Mrs Pepper was conducting her na•
cal Sunday night seance in her church
and had just answered a query signed
—toy- foul' per cons that the person they
suspected of stealing a purse at a
euchre party wet the guilty one.
when, she says, the spirit who tva
talking handed her a little "tip on
the side" in this wise:
'You'd btter look out yourself
Sc me one is robbing your„own house
this instant.' • • -
Soon after receiving thit startling
information from It:Aside*. says the
medium's secretary. Mee Pepper
hastily closed meeting and se:z-
ing her secretary by the band telt
her of the warning.
Reaching the Pepper home the two
women found it brightly Illuminated
They had left it in darkness. The
rooms were irtdisorder, as thrtallh
carefully ransacked. •
Careful search is said to have dis
closed that absolutely nothing had
been taken, although in 4. casket in
plain sight were some of ?ire Pep-
per's jewels.. valued at Stow. a Olt°bin and several smaller biltilth
WAR ON KANSAS WHISEKOI
Topeka, Kan., Oct. 30—Before an-
other year strati %aye passed the.
may be treated to the amaziqg ***-
tack of Kisses snaking a wan on
whiskers.
The recent action of the Southern
California Veteriitary association at
Los Angeles ie resolving that al
dairymen should dispense with all
hirsute adornrneets of the Hoe has
struck a•responlive chord among the
health exports of the sunflower state. -
They are talking of taking it up. If
they do they may propose even more
radical reforms than those brethren.
The Kansan bold that no one wearing
a beard should be allowed to assist in
the preperation of any food. Whisk-
ers are declared to be repositories .of
germs, some of ishich may .ip into
anything the bearded ones hendle.
The smooth shave is the key to 'the
sanitary condition ard if the wise
doctors have their way half of the
man at Kansas Will be made utitteog-
nizable. 
It will be a memorable Asa, in K Football Player Sues Street Car Cornan-
sat history when all its aitirens part pany for Refusing Twitter.
with their beards. The a'r oill be
.filled -with flying hair, for there- are Columbus, 0. Oct to.—AttorneyIFrastus Yloyd filed gut for daai-more whiskers in Kansas than any gee against the Columbus Street Car
Company today for the sum of 5
cents which is the smallest suit lot
beards that have net been clipped damages ever filed in this city, Lloydin
was a football pla.yer with Ohio StateOfty years and not eves their owners
what they may harbor. But university and alleges that he waAsespect 
tint even these venerable specimen, reftd a tranWer to the Westerville
*will be permitted ta ssoio• the inehen the franchise explicitly de-cam- "
IEW MOVED
BACK TO HOME
MR. HERMAN FRIEDMAN TAK-
EN FROM HOSPITAL TO
HIS RESIDENCE
Miss Marjorie Crumbaugh Suffering
From Badly Swollen Arm—Dave
Rittinf Confined,
.1k. Herman Friedman was yestet-
0:y morning moved from his privateard inc Riverside hospital to his
1
re•sin
st rt t °eon 
Jefferson mar Ninth
d le • H was transferred in ion
1 rollaker Guy Naaces ambulance, ani! will be some days yet before heal le to letve his room
Arm and Hand Swollen.
Mist Ira:jporie Crembaught ot
Ninth 9eventh street is sufering from
a painfully iwollen right arm. She
cut. her hand slightly and. contract-
c4 cold in the woun4 which has caus-
ed a great swelling the arm. While
very painful, it is not considered
noious by the physicians
Injured Leg.
Mi. David Rittofi, tialifon dealer
it6nristed at his resideliiii on South
Fourth street with a painfully ojured
leg, which was hurt by a huge p:
c: metal falling upon him at his es-
tabfishment ott Kentucky avenge.
Shoulder Injured.
...Caloonist James Sherrill and Mr.
George Brown, latter of the News-
Democrat, collided upon their bicycles
at Fifth and Jefferson strtets yes-
Mr. Sherrill fell or
ithaulder, which was palatally
bruised, while his bike flew wider a
posing wagon that passed ovetPand
damaged it. alk Brown was /Mt
hurt
Finger Cut Off.
Warren Austin of 1203 South Third
aad the little finger cut from his
right hand while working at litithe
nachinery in the furniture factor'on
South. Third
Heart Trouble.
Ed .14lowman, fisherman, fell uncon
scious with an attack of heart trouble.
at Fifth and Monroe, but reviving,
was taken to his home near the 1. C.
shops where he Is now all right
again
FILES SUIT FOR FIVE CEN+S
other state can boast. Heretofore'
'hey have been sources of much pride
to their owners.. There are some
titry rarer •
•••••-••••••••••••
IVERNE
...COAL.
Get Our Prices
Boa( phones 70
BUY YOUR COAL NOW WHILE THE PRICE IS LOWCars are scarce and the; unusual; demand for :mai has
caused a shortage, which will be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, ," L U Z E.R N E "
There Will Be An Advanco
in Coal November 1st
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
COAL
Barry and
Henneberger
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic, Capsules
The specific fa all malaria
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Boa-
COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE
Without Competition Death to Commercial Life
Hal Hai The Long Looked For lias
Just Arrived
AFTER at YEARS IN THE H ANDS OF RIP VAN WINKLE. BUT WE HAVE CE TO STA%Has LOOKOUT FOR US, WE'LL BE IN TO SZE YOU ON JANUARY iS T, ipn. TIM POOP POMP MAW,THE MASTODON, THE BIGGEST ON EARTH.
BACON'S
DR STO RI .
Seventh and Jetsam St nose ay
BACK FROM
LONG TRIP
MAJOR ASHCRAFT STOPPED
OVER IN LOUISVILLE EN-
ROUTE HOME
Ooes to Shdoh National Park Next
Nose* to Attend Nose mint Un-
veiling Ceremonies.
Moon. P. If. Ashcraft and wife have
returned from Loiosville where they
have been visiting the pa•t week or
two.
The major went trom .here tn
Portsmouth. Ohio, to attend the an-
nual convention of the Ohio Valley
Improvement Association, and when
that was over he -returned to Louis-
ville where his wife had duds( MD
absence been called by the death of
her sister-in-law after spending a
number of days at that place the cou-
ple have now returned home.
Mr. Ashcraft will next month go to
Shiloh National Park to be present
at the ceremonies attending the un-
veiling of some monuments being
erected upon sites occupied by state
rettnents during tha Civil war.major ways the waterways con-
vention was one of the most inter-
esting and important ever held by
the - delegates from cities belonging
to the improvement organization. He
feels that much good was effected
through its medium.
+ + + + + + + + • *
•
eo- PERSONAL MENTION. •
+ + + + 4' • 4. * • • + + + + •
Mrs Adam Vk.eikert has gone to
Kansas City, Mo., to visit her daugh
ter, Mrs. E. J. Lampe.
Mrs. Walter G. Dycus has gone to
Bentpn for a visit.
Mr. J. R. Province was in Murray
yesterday on business.
Mr. W. Y. '(and-ell has returned
from Clarksville, Tenn.
Miss Inez Lindse of Cape
— 
— —
r; TliS144: '
To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
I have this dry chained the name of my piece of business, a IA South Fourth street, betimesBroadway and Kentucky avenue, to
The Home of Willow Spring
ei Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky., a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Cum/runs, dotiller, registered distillery No. to.
Wilow Spring is a PURE LIQUID FOOD. sanctioned by the pure food law of the State of Katacky. This Whiskey is made of as bushels rye, 15 bushels of melt and 6o bushels of corn andthe CRYSTAL WATERS of Willow Spring, h-lson County, Kentucky. There is no adulteration of anykind in this whiskey. I offer a St0000 Reward to any chemist who will find one grain of impuritiesIn this wfilgkey. my wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in StLouis, David Nicholson, whose name tot/ached to die label guarantees purity. Therefore they aneanother of my liquid foods made from the delicioas grapes of California. My blackberry brandy itguaranteed to be pare, made from the pure, delicious fruit and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaranteed by the celebrated firm of Gordon & Dilworth. Another liquid food that cao be used with invitingfor sickness.
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages to get pure, is distilled from pure and mel-low apples at Mcblinneille, Tenn., by Hennessy Bros- apple brandy distillers of McMinnville, Tenn. Au•other of my purl!, liquid foods made from apps..
I haadki but sae brand of Beer, the purest in the United States of America, made by the Anhse-setollenth IbratImg Association, of St. Louis, Mo., both in draught and in bottles—the renowned Budvreiser. It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my liquid foods, made from pure Ind'and hops.
My Dear Priem: and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is plyitery
oad guaranteed by the American Pure Food Law* of our State. Thank God for the pure food lawsThey have been seventeen yaws corning, but have come at last On the first of next January these lawsIda go into force in the entire United States of America and I am one of the few that has anything irthe drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure Food Law'. These laws are going to htadorced is the government never before enforced • law in our great country. There will be no moregg.caned in and Is-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounders and rectifiers, as the law willcompel them to put on the labels exactly what it is, if it is rectified or compounded, made of drugsand chemicals. There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannel use neutral spirits and withotrspirits—a blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they Cannot be tabled with fictitious agesand nainel of first-class whiskies. It will be death to blenders rectifiers and so-called compottnihniiRemember, the only piece in our city where you can get . ,aity, both by the drink, quarts, pints orhalf-pints, is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRAIGS, liquid food, 116 south Fourth street. pa
clineele Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or Your head will tell you themat day that you have been drinking the vile and poisonous stuff of so-called blenders and rectifierssee& yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So walk a few blocks more and come to ale. ia.re where ow,*Squid foods are dealt to you in all their purities. at your friend's, nswer-
The Talking manDon Gilberto
Who will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on theP ure food laws at ear Seise.
116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
deau, Mo., is visiting tor sister, Mrs.
N. M. Morris of South Eleventh,
Mr. Sydney Loeb ha sreturned from
a trip to St. Louis.
Attorney Arthur Y. Martin returned
fro* Greenville, Ky.
Mr. Watt Yeiser of Martin's Falls,
;Tense, was here yesterday en route
to St. Louis to resume his medical
studies. He is a cousin of Mayor
Yeiser, whose guest he was during
hei short stay here. . t
Mts. Charles Buhr has returned
from Cincinnati and Fayettesvillc.
Ohio.
Mts. James Each is here from Clin-
ton to attend the Corbett-Thompson
vredding
.Captain J. G. Beatty, of Nashville,
will return home today after :pending
seseral days here.
Subscribe for the Register
IF YOU WA/4T THE TRAFFIC DOrrROYED
FVellekket Candidate
' WANT YOUR NOTE.
, • ••• /140 th ev..1 Is to recu -
C4141111111..
eel)Is is MOON it to
4,1110111 WKS your %vie.
has, rem' rid and vox-
WI with your vote
The way to Int an
The WaY to tement-
e
DR. J. D. SARTII, of Paducah
Now is the time for7you to fill you' coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 11 c
Best lisentucky ana illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent 1.-m Whitehall and
Agatiie Cement. "KINCif,OF CE,I.ENT7
M Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960,i. New 245.
el/
- - Thigleenth and Adam's Street
daps that 3 tearsfer shall be given.
•
WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED SLEP1NG WITH
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION TICKLISH MOUSE
.•i:PORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COL.MI
TTEE ON NEW
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF P..DUCAH 
AND THE
PADUCAH WATER COMPANY.
sing tie the fact that the con-
.d existing between the City of
ducal: and the local water com-
"AVIV for fire hydrants expires dur-
fig e current naooth, it was in-
sent upon the general council
agotate fur such service cover-
let the remaining period which the
!lio. of the watcr company still
be to run, to-wit: eighteen years.
After several conferences between
ehe joint light and water committee
sad the officers of the water com-
wily, a scale of rates for fire by-
fleets wee agreed upan by the com-
mittee and the water company. These
3otes have been embod.ed in a can-
idlest which will be sumbitted to the
ream) coinicil tor such action as
iht wisdom of that body may deter-
▪ If the proposed contract is
%veva* acted upon by the general
osoucil, it must be submated to the
meters ei the city at the next dc:-
aid affirmatively ratified by not
biss than two-thirds of the votes then
east upoa the question before a con-
*act between the city and the water
onstipany can be finally executed.
It is therefore worth while for
eke voters of the any to car efuNy
eon" der the terms of the proposed
aaptract before casting their votes at
OA coming election. and .if it ap-
tigers that the proposed contract is
4.144 advantaoe f the city, then
• rAfister their pproval thereof
upon their ballots.
In order that the voters may have
as opportunity to become hilly ad-
gbed regarding the terms of the pro-
weed contract, a copy of the same is
Iterewoh submitted. which reads as
Salto ws :
'Section 1. That the City of Pads-
oak. Ky., agrees to rent and does
hereby resit from the Paducah Water
llempany its stlecessors and assigns,
Imo hundred ard eleven (411) double
mozzle fire hydrants now establish-
ad in said city for a period of
eighteen (18) years room the passage
nod final approval of this ordinance,
atier an election by the people as
rhaafter provided. The annual
sesta/ for each sa ey.d fire hydrants,
which the City of Paducah hereby
agrees to pay foe the first ten (to)
1:ros of said term, shall 
be twenty
co) dollars and the anneal rental
Ilk the remaining eight Olt years
liken he Sheen (itsoo) dollars, (un-
ites the said city shall sooner par-
akeet water compary's plant, with
aix (6) per cent interest upon defer-
mid payments. The payments of said
"vitals shall be mai,. as provided in
ite orioisal ordinance contract
"Section 2 All addhional hydrants
en exteeisions of mains that may be
erected hereafter by the Paducah
fate, Company. its successors of
adeigns, as provided in the original
ordinance contract dnring the said
• 
#teen
years, shall be charged and
ia for as provided in section one
of; bat at the eniration of ten
So) years from the fine this ordin-
ance shall have been finally approved,
No oPt out above, all the then fire
Sydrants shall be charged and paid
tee se the uniform rate as above pro-
vided and the contract therefor shall
empire at the end t the eighteen
years fixed in section I.
Section 3. Before this ordinance
shall became effective it shall be
submitted to a vote of the qualified
voters of the City of Paducah. Ky.,
at the general electian to be held in
swill city on the 6th dee of Novem-
Ser, attod, the said vote to be taken
Se fbe manner and as provided by law
fbr the submission of public ques-
tions to the voters of said city.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take
affect and be in force from its pas-
sage, approval and ratification by the
gealified voters of the City of Pa-
• Ks., and a written acceptance
of its terms and conditions by the
Paducah Water Company filed with
the clerk of the City of Paducah,
Ky., within ten (m) days after the
official certificate of its approval at
the popular election."
At the present time the water com-
pany Ito met/lied for the use of the
2.4-11 fire plugs, which under thecomtract are rated and cost
each year as follows:
o30
, 30
231
fire plugs at $40.00
*re plugs at $30.00 
Bre plugs At $25.00 
... 
000.000
goo.00
5.775-08
Total .... ....... $ta,67s.so
Under the proposed contract this
same sierAce would cost the city but
—$11,220.0o—for each of the first ten
years of the contract. a saving upon
Ike 'umber of hydrants now install-
ed of.—$4.455.o0--per annum and for
the tea year period a saving of $44,-
N10-016-
For each of the last eight years
winch the franchise has to run, the
oisat for 411 hydrants would
Nig.an—et saving to the city of —Sto
gro.cl—per assure or of-4520@a -
so—for the centre eight years of the
francflise, making a total saving to
toe, oify hetwees the reifies cot'
tract and the , :oposed contract of
There is nod. rig contained in the
p:oposed coot ,ct changing the
rights of the ci.y or those of the
I water company i.nder the originalfranchise. The city still retains the
right to purchah tne water com-
eany'a plant at ti expiration of each
five year period, in accordance with
the terms of the original franchise_
This committee has also compared
the rates contain d hi the proposed
contract with th c in effect in in
ether cities for 'le same class at
service and find proposed rates
lower than thos. . by any af
those cities. I .e :-pproximate av-
erage cost per hydrant in the em-
ber of cities mentioi d above is—
Woo.
, The rates ref :red to were sub-
witted by the local water . company
and this committee ssurnes that the
f.gures are correct. The list of the
c.ties with the rate paid in each is on
file with this committee and anyone
desiring to verify the figures c fl
tained therein may have the oppor-
unity of doing so at aily time.
It should also be borne in miaa
until a new contract is entered
.int.• between the city and the water
cenyany, that the rates charged un-
der 3he existing contract will main-
tam. The only alternatives ofere4
escape from the old rates are eith
er to make a new contract or to ais-
'c.ntinue the service, the latter of
ccorse, being quite imp,ossible.
I Therefore, this committee has no
hesitation in recconinendnet to the
general council and the voters of
the Cty of Paducale that the propos-
ed contract be ratified.
•fOINT LIGHT AWL' WATER
COMM ITTEE.
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An effort ia in arogress to bring
together the winner trf the next Yale. 
Harvardrace with tbe victor of the
cetning Cambridge-Oxford contest, at
the Jamestown exposition.
The West Point cadets have only
a few minutes' time each day for
practice. and it has surprised many
that they have been able to build a
winning team in thr short ,practice
time at their disposal. Nearly all
their time is taken up with studies,
parade'. drilla, etc.
Yale's game Saturday with Penn.
State was said to have been the
roughest in years. Lerne and Er-
win of Yale have recently been dia-
qvalified for slugging Capt. Norse
played thitughout the game, and
thus showed that the stories con-
cerning his physical breakdown were
unfounded.
The Wednesday games are over for
Harvard and Yale, as after the mid-
dle of the season there is no more to
be gained from a long and hard mid-
week's scrimmage against the second
team than in a m nor practice game.
With Stein Hollenback and Zeigler
in the center, the Quakers are strong-
er than they have been for two or
three seasons.
There are twenty-three men in the
University of Chicago squad whose
average weight is less than- t6s
pounds Stagg is in favor of playing
much lighter men and taking chances
on the development of the open game
instead of a line-plunging game.
There will be approximately 35,000
seats for the Harvard-Yale game,
which will be equally divided between
the two universities.'
E. R. Sweetland, Cornell's star
tackle of several yeas a ago, has join-
ed the coaching staff of his alma me-
ter.
The new football rules make it more
difficult to kill an opponent, and.
therefore, add to the excitement of
the game.
The University of Michigan ha.,
opened its new athletic field, which
is one of the finest equipped in the
country and is entered through an
$11,000 gate.
Beavers of West Point is doing
some great kicking. He has made
many long place kicks and his punt-
ing is a feature any eleven would be
glad to have to fall back on..
Yale appears to hrre mastered the
the short kick, and in future games
it is apt to be shown that there is
no better player in the East than
Tad Jones when it comes to gaining
wound on a quarterback rein.
Stagg is hating his annual trouble
with theumati..a.
The A. A. U. is about to introduce
a new sport—vaulting for distance.
. Yost is still trying to get a Tine
good enough to permit Capt. Curtis
to be employed at end.
Frantic efforts' to popularize asso-
ciation football are still in progress
in some parts of the big universities.
The Tigers have in Harlan a drop
tricker whom the coaches think will
CAPTAIN LACK SLAUGHTER
SCRATCHED OUT OF HIS
DEEP SLUMBER
Little Mouse in His Innocence Had
Crawled in for Warm Place to
Sleep and Got Hot Reception
In the wee', still, small hours ot
yesterday morning, the members of
the Tenth and Clay .street fire de-
partment throught a tribe of Com-
anche Indians had suddenly broken in
on them, and every !addle leaped from
his bed, grabbed hie gun and held
h.mself in readiness for combat. The
, visions oha pitched bottle faded away
atid there loomed up before the mem-
bers the picture of Captain John
Slaughter, doing the "ghost dance '
beside his bed and grabbing at hi,'
I stomach as if in the throes of de-
I lerium. "A mouse, a house," yelled
the captain and this explained every-,
thing to the other stationmen, who
tion did a stunt at side-splitting
laughter. It developed that while
the captain was , -faring at his
loudest and traa‘' g at his fame,:
c
through the land ' •,! nod, a stray
little mouse had jun,led up on the.
Ibed, crawled down under the cover,wriggled himself beneath the cap-tam's nightshirt and was scratch rig
around for a level place to snuggle in
on top of his abdatnrn, ii hen the cap-
tain awoke. With a yell that awoke
.vtry other stationmen, the captain
leaped straight over the foot of hisi
bed. landing in the center of the
floor, bairn carried cover and all
;with him as he jumped. He then be-
gan a elialang that would have done
credit to a rat terrier dog, and fin-
:ally was rewarded with seeing the
mouse drop out at his,feet and burn
the wind getting awaii. The mouse
!coked like he was the worst scared
Captain Slaughter finally quieted
down, and returning to bed, tucked
in every edge of the covering until
it was impossible for little air to
get underneath much less a mouse.
Kosher Salvage. inet in at Birder-
man's.
develop into another Baird or a De-
Witt.
The central board of football offi.
cials has been asked to furnish the
referee and umpire for the Michi-
gan-Penn. game November 17.
Harvard scored 32 points more
against Springfield than did Yale two
weeks earlier, and for this reason
football hopes at Harvard are in-
cieasing. Harvard •aow believes there
is a good chance for a victory ovsr
her old rival.
TWO WONDERFUL
FOOTBALL GAMES
Louisville Ky.. Oct. 30.—Two
wonderful football teams of the coun-
try are those of the Kentucky lnsti-
tate for the Blind.
Last year the institute placed as
first team in the field. At first, it
was wondered at that blind boys
could play football at all, Then they
met the boys of their own weight and
with good eyes. asking no conces-
s:ons from them and held them to
such close scores that everyone was
amazed.
But this year the blind boys are so
football crazy that it has been found'
necessary to place a first and second
teams. The first team, which has
played the teams of the two high
schools here has not been scored
aga'aist, though it has not been able
to cross the goal line of its oppon-
ent* It has held them to as tie in
both avnes. The second team, on
the other hand, has won both its
games, shutting out the opposing
teams. They bore the Broadway
Stars down to defeat by a score of
17 to o last Satin-day.
A naajority of the players on these
teams Ire stone blind. Those who can
see at all have such imperfect vision
that it cannot be of the slightest help
ta them in the strenuous game into
which they have entered. But all thc
cther senses. of touch, hearing, and
that subtO added sense of the blind,
are brought into play in such a man-
ner that one seeing the blind boys
on the gridiron is not aware that they
are handicapped.
Practically the only concession they
ask of their oriponents is that they
call out "Pass" when the ball is put
in play. Prof. Gregory, the athletic
instructor of the blind school to
whom is due much of the credit for
their development, attributes their
prowess to their great 
self-confidenco.which is aroused in than by their 
infirmity. I-le also says the blind
boys, seeing nothing, fear nothing.
When up against a line they do not
quaver at the superior size or for-
midable appearance of their oppon-
ents. Instead, they plutoft among
'them thinking -of nothing except to
; demolish their ranks, and in most
cues they do. •
The blind elevens will play all the
teams of their weight around Tones-
ville th e
 season. and, judging fr,ii.1
their start, will hart a good record.
TIRED OF LIFE.
Awful. swung
From Dreadful Pains From Wound
on Foot—System All Run Down
After Six Months' Agony—Not
Able to Work—Completely Cured
in Two Weeks
MIRACULOUS CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"Words cannot speak highly enough
for the Cuticura Remedies. I am now
seventy-two years of age. My
*
bad been artln
down. My blood
was so bad that
blood poisoning
had set in. I had
several doctors
. attending me, so
finally I went to
the hospital, where
1111° 
I was laid up for
two months. My
', WY 
foot and ankle were
, almost beyond
/ recognition. Dark
blood flowed out of %minds in many
placee, and I was PO disheartened that
I thought surely my hot chamois was
leaving me. As the toot did
not lOprove, you ean readily imagine
how I felt. 1 MAP simply disgurhxi
and tired of We. I ctebd this in,
w4A was ebeadful, for six months,
and during this time I was not to
wear a shoe and sat able to
"Boma mu spoke to am abisjit Cati-
ons. The consequences emu I bre&
a est of the Cuticura Reamallss Id
one of my friend@ who was a è.
gist, and the posies that I save after
the second application is beyond
description; it seemed a mire*,
for the Cuticura Reagedies took
•ellest hainadintely. I sighed the tarn
wile Otlinant Soap Ware
Ibs and I took the Rsieadti
M ibtame dm Ahst Inneweeks' treat-
mai mike& tees MGM completely.
Iheagie who hos awe vey fast daring my
lbw and Who bays seen it awe the
alara,can hardly believe the own eyes."
Robert esheenbauer,
Am 21, 190a. Newburgh, N. Y.
M
us,ossi.liellies ow o tiallinissenee cooed 
Igen Cl "?0••1_, _IP"Zettissees.4=L
sr isessiiihus.elle ins. Min . '
Grand Rapids is talking of pulling
off a fight between the venerable Tom
O'Donnell and Tom Devine, who
claims the championship of Ireland,
and is also over 6o
Swimming is the latest cure for
brokendown race horses They say
that this plan worked finely with the
great Bearcatcher and that he well
be out again this winter on the Coast.
ALBE/4 W. WILEY
Mammy at Law.
Roots No. S.
Columbia Bldg.
Padacal
Kentucky.
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion oct of Paileceb-.
ea fin For Ito Rod Trip to
•uuu Toolossoo door rottg
•
It is a trip of pleasure, comfit
aid rest; good service, geed tail
good roams, etc. Boats leave easill
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. st
For other information apply to Jas
Kmger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
()vela & Creficeat Rcsie
DUCT LINE TO
CHATTANOOGA, ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORID&
Mee to Arnim** 1141s4whoudie,
Beneed. Loge ast
,asS samsr oh 411:11=
of die filsr
coteggy of VII011111111 1
eihmeng a hilt el11001% WNW
egagate, gieturagsge sennorlais meow
sal splendid Male.
Seed two Mat stamp for "Land of
the Sip" heel** e:01 ether heal&
sorriely Eiretrated literature.
1. F. LOGAN, Trim. Pass.- Age*,
Leologites, Ky.
C. N. HIONGER.FORD, Dist Pam.
Agent, Louisville, Kg.
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Graduate from All ortville Veterinary school (Par* From') oho
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college. Charter :weather of
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Association. Will treat scieatifically with
latest improved instruments and up to date treatment all diaetwee of
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED ?LIGHT MID DAY.
Offices Thompson Transfer Co.. Both 'pitman giro
Caron Directory Company
.01 Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office inliPaducah a The
allf REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrorwi and the citisetin of Padsoula --
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below b: the leers-
in; Register office at 533 Broadway, where the public is invieed to col
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPU LAT1ON OF THE UNITED
STATES.
List of Directories on Pile
ALLEOHENY CITY, PA.
AT! ANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRLDGEPORT, COMM.
BRONX, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y
WUTFALO, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA.
CINCINNATI. 0.
CHICAGO. ILL.
CLK.VELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS. 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS COLO
COVINGTON. Y.
DAYTON. 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DULUTH. MINN.
FAIRFIELD. CONN.
/101DIANAPOLIS, IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
KANSAS CITY, EMIR
KNOXVILLE. TZNN.
LOB ANGEL CM..
LOIIIIITTLLZ, ET.
MANHATTAN, N. T.
MAIICHISTEZ TA.
OOP= OF PADUCAH
IMP= ili:-.?1,7now1m15.,44h
MANITOU. COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS,
MINNEAPOLIS, MIN'.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CONTI,
NEWARK. N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH. CONN.
PADUCAH. KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SA LT LAKE CITY, UTAH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
SOUTHPORT, COMM.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD, CONK.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINK
TOLEDO. 0.
UTICA, N. Y.
WArgastrav, COMM.
YONEZIIIIL N. T.
D I RECTORY FOR golk,7 ON.
SALE:
PRICE $4.00
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
s Horse Pulver Ham.
t.gsti Horse Pewee Motor.
I I Rem Power Illfter.
le Hoe.as Power Nintor.
I MPS Light Dram&
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
115-153 Waft Fourth Street
The Fever
Season
Has few terrors for the redeem whose borne is sonloped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Gee swamis ea p)g and Steam or Hot Water Heating trout
EctD.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMIVEll.
sag Eentrec.k7 Avenue. :3s $outh I earth Strf:et.
& M102E0302
LAWYERS
OFIPAtiti: Bottes, /EN., rum boil
Illarshall Ceiranyie Pagirc•b.
hT.T FN. l'et P;- Poo-n 114 Frarer..ty
• Ages"' St* LC614 11.4 h.*" New 'Mon s44.4 ow maw 464
•
Both Phones is t
,"DR. W. St IIINBASIKS.
(Hoaseapaiblint.)
Office 306 Broadway—Pas tic ;
Residence, $tu Brinevray.
Phone 1411.
411
v•
I 4- •
•
tur
• •
•
4
Mattil, Efinger Gli• Co STAID BRITONS SHOCKEDBY WOMAN SUFFRAGLSTS
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 8. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH.77 SCENES WITNESSED AT OPENING OF PARLIAMENT ENOUGH
TO MAKE DEAD STATESMAN RISE IN THEIR GRAVES.
WIND
H Oil
The Modern Window Decoration
•
WHILE EQUAL IN DISSIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE PTNEST AT GLASS.MADIL
PT CAN BE Al PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TIANsom. .IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
AXIOMS TNT L GIRT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AOINOSAISI E HUSS
IT 1111 APPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS. BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST IIIIIAUTIF In DECORATIONS OF THE DAT
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS-
• C. C. Leo, 315 Bwav
J. W. HUGHES
e
414
•
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 FraternitY &OW'S
OPIPICK MEM 4ga 111111EISINCE PHONE ps
/NO. .11.1111,
*4 
* 
r.; Vt. ex -rise thy grutts....
•..,,...0
-‘: ist .,i ..estiog our clit gla.cs
Cf.:.s..qt:c•Ittly our tl-isr.lay i of tlic•
•.:,,e .•: -t •,tare..I.-i!. We nim to combine
ocrfccaou in color; brilliant fini•411; artis-
tic aadezekuni•e designs. ,
Our prelerit stock cannot be excelled,
'Wedding and Holiday Gifts
RAW Jeweler
441164111144114-
E. COULSON,
•P LUMIIN&II
Steam &allot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 220 N. itird
In all matters appertaining to poll-
eies England has long regarded her-
self as an example of propriety, says
a recent telegram from London.
Should Mr. Hearst and Mr. Hughes
have rough and tumble contests in
Madison Square garden it would only
bo regarded here as a natural result
of the American polit•cal system and
a characteristic incident of your elec-
tions. That the dignity of commons
cannot be equaled by congress or
any other parliamentary body in the
world has for years been the boast
oi the average Englishman. This
week has shattered the national
dream built upon centuries of com-
parative parliamentary decorum.
Scenes calculated to make ,Burke
Pat and. Gladstone rise in their
graves rimmed in parliament cup
Tuesday when "Suffragists" stormed
not without success the house of com-
mons. English women have been re-
garded for so many centuries a neg-•
ative factor in national life, one
might almost add domestic life, that
this imperious demand for female vote
accompanied by unprecedented dis-
turbances amazes the general pat::
aid disturbs statesmen. It is per- I
haps unfair to hold up the riot of
the women upon commons as repre-
senting the average English woman's
opinion, but it is astonishing to find
how much silent sympathy prevails
for the edeven women leaders now in
prison for the violence of their con-
victions.
American Prediction.
An American diplomat who hap-
pened to see the police bating bark
the suffragists in their desperate at-
tempt to reach the legislative chain-
bet sacred to men said to me:
"Women will tern at last. You
have always treated your woman like
caged canaries or cooks Now they
won't be satisfied until they get pow•
ers and rights exceeding those given
RICHES IN CACTUS
FOR THE RANCHMIEN
Texans Expect to Make Wood Ako.
hol of the Desert Plant.
The millions of acres of cacti-Cov-
ered lands of the Southwest may be-
come a source of enormous porfit to
their owners if the claim which 'a
made by chemical experts who have
been in Texas for some time examin-
ing into the cactus plant is well
founded A series of experiments
have been made of distilling wood al-
cohol from the cactus !eaves. These
experiments base proved highly suc-
cessful, and it is stated that there is
hardly an acre of wild land in west-
ern Texas that will not produce
$too worth of woe!xl alcohol trout the
cactus. 
.
The men who have been conuuce
leg these experiments are said to rep-
resent a syndicate of. Eastern capi-
talists who propose to establish wood
alcohol distilling plants in different
parts of the Southwest Much of the
land tgpon which the cactus plant
grows in profueion has heretofore
been considered practically worth-
lese The cactus attains a growth of
eeseral feet in height, and the leaves
i ate broad aad contain a large pro-
I
" pottion of watciy subs'ance. It has
'
already been demonstrat.,1 that thc
pulp Of the leaves -ire gold for pa-
per making.
The-important of :lie discovery that
0
wood alcohol can be distilled from the
cactus plant lies in the fact that it
ell afford an unlimited source of sup-
ply of that product and the price will011/0104111410411 :41L441e1-4P.:141 0.01OANOSOb necessarily be greatly lowered.
The new discovery will make mil-
li. mires, out of many ranch owners
in Texas. Arizona and New Mexico.
i: the value of the Cactus plant is
anything as big as is claimed for it
by these chemical etperts. It is said
that a ton of cactus leaves will yield
nearly half their weight in wood al-
cohol. The proctic of distillation is
very simple and inexpensive.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Sank and Trust
Gs- 3s6 liiroadway.
I. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOOR/401i & REED
LAWEICEB.
Rovms io, it and is, Colassota Eldg
PADUCAH, TY.
`• Or. Childress
EYE, EAR NOIR AND
THROAT
Oise and Residence, Room I 3 an/ •
C011innbia Bultlane
Pions esv- P•4
C. IMINMIS SEARS, M. 0.1(
BMW
nes 1707 Mows SLI:i
aTtleploto 377.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 ikegister Building
5s3 I-2 Broadway, Paducah, Cy.
New Phone 400.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Bed listalle Law.
DR.. HOYER
Room assi Fraternity Banding.
Office 'phone Old sat R. Residence
'phone old 4154.
NOTICE
lout Prices Paid for Secoad-Haod
StolEs AND FuruffruRE
Soy enytiskig and fl everything.
sties, Court Sweet: OM Phone
!pi&
Clem Fransiola
moviNo WAGON IN CONNEC-
TISK N.,
FEARS FOR SAFETY OF
BUFFALO BILL AND PARTY
Omaha, Neb Oct. ao.—Fears are
entertained for the safety of Wm. F.
Cody ("Buffalo Bill") and his party
of sixteen,, who left Cody. Wyo., on
a hunting trip hi the Itig Hors
Mountains,. ,Octpber lit, and who,
it is feared, may have been lost in
the blizzard which swept over the
Rockies a week ago.
Included in the party are Col. Stan-
ley, of Liverpool, Eng., and three
other EngliElimen.
A letter was received at Cody,
Wyo., early last week from Cody's
camp, which waF tow tlays' .joupey,
from the town, Mating that the mem-
bers of the party were enjoying them-
selves and expected to return shoot
November I. The letter was two
days on the way to Cody. After
that the storms came on and nothing
has been heard . from Col. Cody's
party since.
No, Alonzo, thinking caps were
, not made lo*.protect bald heads
by many other nations to their wom-
an kind."
Like all generaLtatna.tliia utteran
is probably exaggerated, but doubt-
less has an element of truth. For
centuries suppressioe has often in
history tended to make organized re-
volts successful. The suffragists say
in effect:
"You have always treated, us so
badly that we do not care what you
do now. We shall agitate until we
get our rights."
They lack a Susan Anthons, but
they have strong supporters of other
t?pes, for instance, Mrs. Alfred Lyo.-
°eon, wife of the celonIal secretary.
Speaking on Thursday she declared
that the women who stormed the
house of commons were ''perfectly
jutt.fied. Either woman is fit to take
her share in the solution of prob-
lems or she is urint to take charge
of the training of her sons They
say it will make us unwomanly, but
the maiden's future, with a vote or
no vote, will be very much the same
as those past. Man's attitude is crys-
talized in the Eton boy's diary: 'Got
up. had breakfast, and talked to moth-
er about things she could under-
stand.'"
Fanning the Flame.
When one of the leading and clev-
erest ladies in the land publicly takes
ibis attitude you can imagine that
the agitation for femaale suffrage can
scarcely be regarded by what to the
average man was a disgraceful exhi-
bition in the house of commons.
Miss Elizabeth Robins, the Ameri-
can authoress, has been fanning the
Same, of woman's revolt. ,Speaking
on the same platform as Mrs. Lyttle-
ton she said:
"As a foreigner, I cannot share
your victory when it comes, but I
can work with you and for you."
It is to be supposed that before
leng women agitators here will re-
ceive further support in the way of
speakers from America.
4. 
ADMITS COMM IT IN°
ASSAULT AT CAIRO
Negro Arrested at Carbondale Guilty
of Other Crimes.
Carbondale, HI., Oct. so.—Alter be-
ing arrested on a .charge of assault-
ing Mrs. Myrtle Batson, living a
mile north of this city, late yesterday
afternoon, a negro, giving hie name
as Charley Flannery, of Hopleinee
ville, Ky., admitted his guilt and ac-
knowledged similar aisaults at Cairo
and Sparta. IlL
I The negro was captured by ,Clyde
'Alden and John Bowen and was
brought to this city on a switch en-
gine and imprisoned in the station
baggage room until arrangements
could be made to remove him to Mur-
physboro later in the evening He
is tie years old
Just in, that nice Sugar House Mo-
lasses. First of the- season at Hied-
et man's.
A Personal Demonstration.
Chatting in leisurely fashion- with
Urince Bismarck in Berlin. Lord
Russell asked the chancellor how he
managed to rid 'himself of imixotuii-
ate visitors whom he could not re-
fine to see, but who stuck like burr,
when once admitted.
"Oh," replied Bismarck, "I have
my easy escape. My wife knows
people of this class very well. and
when she is sure there is a bore here
and sees him staying too long she
manages to call me away on some
plausible pretext." •
Scarcely had he tinished speaking
when the Princess Bismarck appeared
at the door. "MY dear.- she said to
her husband, "you must come at once
and take your medicine You should
have taken it an hour ago."—Home
Jo •urnal.
N. More Mystery.
Refurt long tfkre will he left 'hut
ft w regions of mystery in which im-
agination can travel. The great des-
erts are being explored, mapped and
described. "The Great American
desert" has disappeared from geog-
raphy hooks, and die French are rap-idly opening up the Sahara. For sev-
eral years past they have sent explor-ing expeditious into it which have
d reliectively with Algeria and
the Niger as bases. In tie course of
last sumrher a camel corps, corn-
nianded by Col. Lapperrine, after
great hardships, penetrated to the
salt mines of Taodeni "where theyfound negroes at work quarrying the
salt, which is spread all over the re-gions of Nigeria as a Marketable pro-duet."—Boston Transcript.
WINS teesoo CASE FROM CITY
Chicago, Oct. At—Mrs. Mary Sald-
man, who was injured by a defective
sidewalk six years ago, won in the
appellate court yesterday her sttit
against the city, which was heard by
three juries. The tipper court
affirmed a judgment of $4,5oo %Nes
was ctered in the superior court in
favor of the plaintiff.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
. CORRECTED MAY 30, 2906.
SOUTH BOUND No. rot No. 103 No. ix
Leave Cincinnati 
 8:20 a.m. 6:oo p.m  ••. Ad
Leave Louisville! 
 
12:01 p.m. 9:40 p.m. 7:30 a.m.
Leave Owensboro 
 
6:30 p.m. 9:00
LLave Horse Branch 
 
2:28 p.m. 1208 a.m. H..; am.
Leave Central City 
 
3:3o p.m. i :03 a.m. 12.„0
Leave Nortenvillc 
 
4:08 p.m. 1:40 a.m. 1:28 p.m.
Leave Evansville . 
 
12:5o p.m. 4:4o pill. 841 &IL
Leave Nashville 
 
7:00 pai. 8.o5 am.
Leave Hopkinsville 
 9:45 P-m- it:ao 11-1/2.
Leave Priositon 
 4:55 P.m 2:27 am. 2:35 p.m. 
ArrivePaducah 
 6:io p.m. 3:40 a.m. 4:15 p.m.
Leave Paducah 
 635 pm- 3:45 a.m. 4:20 P
Arrive Folton 
 
7:20 p.m. df:so am. 6 :oe pus.
Arrive Glib', Teas. 
 
8:o6 p.m. 5:51 am
Arrive Rives 
 
8:13 p.m. 6:ot am
Arrive Jaakson 
 
7:15 2_12.
Arrive Memphis 
-t:to p.m. 8:20 a.m
Aative New 'leaas 
 10:35 a.m. 8:15 p.m
NORTH BOUND No. 102 No. toe No. ism
Leave New Orleans 
 
7:10 p.m. 9:15 a.m. 
 
Leave Memphis 
 
(1:45 am. 8:50 p.m 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
 8:d7 am to:to p.m.
Leave Rives 
 11 :58 p.m.   .
Leave Fulton 
 
10:15 A.M. 12435 a.m. 6uto Las.
Arrive Padecah 
 
ii:ao a.m. I :43 a.m 74,0 aim.
Leave Pad ucal . 
 
21 :95 a.m. 14,3 a.m. 7:30 a.m.
Arrive Princeton ., 
 12:39 p.m. 3:o3 ans. pose a.m.
Airve HopkinsivIle 
 
6:25 p.m. 520 as ,. 
Arrive Nashville 
 
9:25 p.m. 9:10 a.m.
Arrive Evansville . 
 343 DJ& 94$ gum 
 
‘Mel,. NotassiviMs  t:all p.m. 3sgt a.m. 1•411a....
Arrive Centval thy  
 
aise p.m 4:Jo a.m. ii :p MAL
Anive Horse Branch 
 
pa6 gm. 5:111 a.ra. ta:gs p.a.
Arrive faxitero 
 *4:515 P-10- La am. '433 P.m
Arrive 
. 
 
gls p.m. 7:50 A.M. 415 PAR.
Arrive Cincinnati 
 
gag p.m I212,0 noon 
 
IT. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND NO. 3o6 No. 374
Ltave Padacah 
 
taw p.m 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale 
 4 13 P.m. 840 pm.
Anria Chicago 
 
6.30 ani ago a.m.
Attire St. Louis 
 
fk3s p.m. 790
SOUTH 1101UND No. 3os No. xis
1.2rait St Louis 
 7;45 a-ul- 1140 DAL 
 
 
-0
Leave Chicag• 
 
als Lin. Coo pm. 
Lave CabaillEsle 
 
I1:edo Lin 7)25 a.m. 
 a
Arsive Pa mesh 
 
335 p.m. 1130 a rn. 
 
 .
-
cA/20-NABHVILLE LINE.
---.... .-.
NOW BOUND tos-Soi 135-8i's
Loire Nashville 
 
II:10 a.m. 
 .
Leave Hepitimerilb 
 
i z :ao 2.M. 6:40 a.m. 
 ... 
Leave Princeton 
 
2:35 p.m. 745 a•In- •
Anire Paducah 
 4115 P rn 9:25 14111.  • •
Lave Paducah 
 
6115 p.m. 9:3e a.m.
Arrive Cairo 
 
7 ./is p.m. 11:10 a.m. 
 .
Forgave St. Louis 
 
7 :so 1L121. 441, pin. 
 •
Arrive Chicago 
 
S412 Am 9:30 p.m 
 
 
•
SOITPH BOUND seulla3 136436
Leave Chicago 
 
d•ae p.m. 9:4, 11.12L
Leave St.Loais 
 
 940 P.m. 1:30 pm.
Leave Cairo 
 
erne um 5:55 9-22.
Arrive Paducah 
 
748 am. 740 P.m
Agave Paducah 
 
7:30 a.m. 3.30 p.m.
Arrive Princeton 
 
9 "ie 3 111 44,5 pm.. 
ArriveHookisisville 6:ni pm.
Arrive Nashville 945 pm-
Trains marked (*) run daily eacrot Sundsy. All other trams rue
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Ciakaiusala
Memphis and New Orleans; trains lei and toa sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. 'raja Sot and Soo sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train ^i connecta at East Cairo with Chiclian
sleeper. For ferthtir information. address.
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Park cab., Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo 112Y.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn
3. G. HATCH, G. P. A-, Odesiplik
W H BRILL. D P. A.. It Ursa *4hi
MIL 
EDGAR W. WHITTEMO
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
vi
P REAL, ES; WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
LY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WIII7ERN
BENTUCXY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LET
FIUM TO EVIRYBODY. FOR IT.
Ir•DGv W. WISITTEMOILK- PaudiauPoPt.
4 
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
GENERAL _ CATILIAGE_BUS,INILat•
N. ••••••-•..
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING F3tEIGHT, M ACHIM.
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOD. ROE. BOTH PHONES.
' 
0. D. Schmidt,
P. D. FITZOATRICK:SUPT
Architect and Superintendent.
aot Fraternity Betiding.
Old -Phone 498 Red; New Phose
P kliUCAH, . KENTUCKY
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Treehart
TEL 70.
OM
,
LANGSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING OMPANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
GUM, BEECH
Seth Phones 26
•
s.tlaeorporeasill.
L Yellow u Gum M Ash B Maple Oak Sash, goors:Pine Poplar Beech Walnut Dm Interior
FinishANL OAK FLO€IN6, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED ARD_POLISHED, TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House 13111s. 438 South Snood
RNDERS DOLLAR SAFETY RAZOR. THE NEWEST THING IN
IsAFETIES. TR YONE 3o DAYS- MONEY BACK IF NOT SATIS
PIED'.
M'PHERSONS DRUG STORE
EXCLUSIVE AGRI'S FOURTH and BROADWAY
Emmonsimmr••••••••••
RIVER NEWS LADIES NETTED
NEARLY $700/Clear Stages.Cairo, 14.9, falling.
Chattanooga, 4.9, falling
Cincinnati, 13.2, falling.
Evansville, It so, falling.
Florence. 3.7, falling.
Johnsonville. 6.9,
Louisville, 5.9. falling.
Mt. Carmel, r 2, falling.
Nashville, 8.7, falling.
Pittsburg, 65, rising.
Davis Island Dam. 5.8, rising.
St. Louis, 5.7, falling.
Mt. Vernon. 12 1, rising.
Paducah, 10.5, rising.
Burnside, on, standing.
Carthage, 2.7, falling.
- -
This afternoon at 5 o'clock Os
steamer Clyde gets out for the Ten-
nessee river. She comes back again
-vat Monday night..
The- Buttorff comes in today from
Clarksville and leaves immediately for
Nashville.
• This morning at 8 o'clock the
rteamer Dick Fovrier gets out for
4.-esiro and comes back tonight about
e o'clock.
The Georgia Lee leaves Memphis
:his afternoon and gets here Friday
en route up the Tennessee river.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
toe the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night She lays here until 5 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, before skipping
ov.ay on her return trip.
The John S. Hopkins will not be
able to resume business in the Evans-
sflle trade -until some time next
seta, as work on her cabin and pilot
lisease has not been finished. When
she goes out she relieves the Harley,
-which has been running in her place.
The Joe Fowler has resumed brul-
ems in that trade, coming in yte-
terday and departing immediately for
Evansville. She relieves the Dunbar,
erbich operated for her while she wet
laying up Today'r, boat to Evans-
trine is the Henry Harley.
The City of Salti/lo gets out of
*he Tennessee river tdday en ronte
so St Louis.
Virginia Sweet Pankake flour an']
, that Sugary StigAr House Malassc-.
are mighty fine. For sale at Bid-
et man's.
••••••••••••••••••••••er
HOUSEHOLD
MEDICINES.
i he following is a list
of simple safe remedies, very
often needed to overcome
the little ills that occur in
every household.
Spirits of Camphor for
cold in the head.
Tincture of Arnica for
sprains and brtdsree.
Water of Amonia, for
sting and bit of insects.
Aromatic Spirits of Amon
is, as a stimulant iss sick
headache and fainting.
Bicarbonate of Soda, as a
dressing for burns.
Eletemis of Ginger, for
cobc.
Essence of Peppermint
for sick stomach vomit-
ing.
Carbolated Vaselins, is the
best healing salve.
R.-It; ttlEER CO.,
FRS and troadway.
Both Phone. tn.
REPORTS HAVE BEEN MADE'
BY ALL THE CHURCH
SOCIETIES.
•
'flit Two Weeks' Baking Proved the
Most Saiccessful of Any of the .
Annual Series.
The ladies oi the different churches
ot the city 'have reported to the
Rhodes-Burford establishment of
•North Fourth street the amount made
each day by the respective church
scciety or other organization that had
charge of the cookings and baltings,
that came to a close last Saturday
after a two weeks' run at that estab-
lishment. The reports show that the
good lades orofited by nearly Viso
through the generosity of this firm.
v,hich furnis':ed stove and all the
necessaries tt cook and bake 'every-
thing in thc pastry line, and let the
good women keep every cent derivel
from their sal s.
All the organizations have heartilv
thanked Manager Rhodes for his kind
ness. and it is needless to say they
will show their huge appreciation of
the privileges on every occasion, as
they have done in fht. past.
This year's receipts were nearly
!zoo moie than the ladies made
last year.
MOB EXECUTES I
NEGRO MURDERER1
George Estee Taken from Sberifrs
Posse and Executed Quietly.
Memphis, Tenn., October 30. -
George Estes. a negro who Sunday
night shot and killed Deputy Sheriff
Hinton Seedy. and fatally wounded
Constable John -Bowers when the
officers at Hales Point, Tenn., about
seventy miles north of this city raided
a crap game in which the negro was
participating, was taken from a
sheriff's posse by an armed mob at
that place last night and hanged. The
negro was in the custody ...f Sheriff
Pennington arid a force of deputies en
route to Rioley, the county scat, when
overtaken by 'he mob. The sheriff
and his posse Used every means. at
their commanu to protect the negro.
but were overpowered and the negro
secured and esecuted. The mob then
quietly disbersed. Following the
tragedy of Seny night Estes was
captured by inettibers of the posse
with Steely and Bowers, who raided
the crap game. and was guarded in
negro cabin until the arrival of the
sheriff and his posse.
ACCIDENTALLY SHOT
LITTLE DAUGHTER
Charles Alyea Kills Child, Trigger of
Rifle Catches in Rent in Towel
and Is Discharged.
'Shelbyville. Ind., Oct. 3o.--Charles
AlVel, living near Fountaintown, this
county, accidt.itally shot and kiPsd
his little daughter Martha, three years
old. The bullet etered the child's
face near the left eye and Site fell
derl.__The Uther a4 a loaded rile
in his hand end the trigger caught In-
a tent in a towel and was discharged
?slew Oilcans Molasses, the first of,
the season, jest in at Biederman's.
BIBLE SCHOOL
DISCUSSIONS
•100!•••••-. 41•IMMINIM•
Office- in—ci-Trevator
ANO MEN HIT
DURING FIGHT
THEY SHOULD BE • • • 4. + + 1 •POPULAR WANTS.AccommoDATED.. • • ..).• • •
have several days work for stenog-
rapher. Oliver typewriter. KentuckyCHURCH WORKERS GATHER WILLIS HOWARD, COLORED. ARMED WIROES THREATEN ninfing Jai S.- Fourth.TOMORROW AT FULTON GIVEN CONTINUANCE l BATTLE TO DEATH ATFOR CONFERESCE UNTIL TODAY CLODif'S LANDING
No Delegate From Here to Kentuckr
Synod of C. P. Church-Nice
Time at League Social
Tomorrow there opens at Fulton
the two days' session of Christian
church workers, who discuss the W.-
Lie school and features pertaining
thereto. Messrs. Georre 0. Mc
Broom, J. K. Bondurant and others
.ill go down from here. All Sun-
day school workers arc cordially in-
vited to be present, as well known
representatives will be there from
over this ent.re portion of the state.
None From Here.
Ktanueky syte.ol of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church con-
vened yesterday at Hopkinsvillise but
there are no delegates from die' tity.
as Paducah has no church of this
character. the former Cumberiaad
Presbyterian congregation sliming
svitti the Presbyterian congregation
by virtue of the general assembly act
at Decatur Ill., last.spting. w5ui this
step waas taken.
Fine Affekr.
The Third Street Methodist church
held a large number ot people last
evening. they participating in the
birthday social given by the Ep-
werth league of that congregation.
Refreshments were served, a nice pro-
gram rendered, while the league mem-
bers netted quite a snug sum for their
treasury. Al! there hugely enjoyed
ttemselves.
Vivito= 'Revivalist
Rev Cap Owen is carrying on
very successful revival at Wingo,
where -he will probably remain for a
eek or ten days. He is a very sac
((Assiut revivalist and those old sin
ners at Wingo may begin to mak,
their arrangements to do better.
Mimienary Society.
The Foreign Miss.onary Soci•
of the Broadway Methodist church
will meet this afternoon at 3 o'clock
at the church.
Women's Board of Missioem.
Mrs. S. K. Young of Hopkinsville
will be here Sunday to address the
buttes of the Tenth street Christiar
church regarding organizing a Chris-
tian Women's ,Board of Missions for
this coagregation, erhieh Imes had
none heretofore She is secretary srf
the South Kentucky Mission Board
and is at present attending the dis-
tr ct conventions being held over tit:5
I•oltion of the state.
Church Brevities.
The Friends society of Grace
Episcopal church wilon ett this after-
noon at *o'clock with Mrs. Dv. Min
rell of Broadway.
Rev. W. S. Long preached on
"What Must I no T( Be Saved
air Christian chapel on West Ten-
et ssee street last night.
Captatn and Mrs. D..R. Moreland
oi the Salvation Army 'nave a new
girl baby at their home, 84 North
Sixth street. The posr is over
tat' Broadway where nightly service,
arc held.
Mr. Samuel Solomon is here from
Evansville.
•
Willis Howard, colored, was ar-
ra4ned before Judge Puryear. in the jes
col.ce court yesterday morning on the
charge of maliciously foriking James
Rudolph, also colored. Hosrard
syt rks for the Charles J Clark livery
:table on South Third street, and the
j. dge continued his case over until
tt day. Rudolph was up on the charge
of disorderly coadoset and a postpone-
trtne of this was given also, until
Charles Sisuey was fined $1 and
costs, bat the court set the assess-
-trent aside and .allowed the accused
'o go on the prom se to behave him-
self. He is from Marion Ili, and
WANTED-To peirchasc bird dog
between seven and eighteen months
old trained or otherwise. A. j. Ho-Charles Suiney Was Fined $z and It Effort Is Made to Arrest One of gait. 12a Kentucky ave.Costs for Being Drunk, but
Judge Let 
'Them 141 Hiding Charged WithHim Go Murder
W.Ilams, another regro, killed two
policeme and_ wounded another lc
India
lit
na a, Septenit‘er 3o, while th.
lade). attempting to arrest them,
,-. kr ihr southern part of this county
where he formerly lived It is said
that he and others of the Coe ne•
wday. • 
end`
sioc?dexotirsed with Winchesters.
at they will die heft -• '
1 Jesse ska,11 be arrested.
The Ctig riegroes are a desperate
gang, atitl•lor years were engaged in
a feud" witk the Tailors an equally
desperate gang of white men, dunngl
the Pledrees of which more than -t.
FOR R EN r--Two furnished rooms
r light housekeeping, for $12 per
. omit. Apply 1246 Broadway.
Landing', Ky., Oct. 3o. - - — - 
—*
. a negro, who, with Geo FOR RENT-One spartrrent in
.. ..
-Line here Monday Early Tuesday , score of men *ere killed. There is a le-orning Officers nrennan and Clark reward of for :he arrest of Jesse '
served a term in the
Nashville for murder ;
Dorm! him in a drunken condition at
•'..urth and Broadway.
Toni Ross was tined jzo and costs
"n the charge of ei.orderly conduct.
Heartease Lodge. No. 33, Ladies'
Society Brotherhood of Locomotive.
Firemen, will give an "All Hallowe'eS
Carnival" at Rogers' hall, tao5 Broad-
wayeWednesday evening, October 31,
from R to 12 p. m. Admission a5c.
WARNING.
COAL WILL ADVANCE TWO
CENTS A BUSHEL NOVEMBER/ST. DON'T TAKE CHANCES ON!
DEALERS WHO AR Z COW'
PLAINING OF THEI4 MINES
INABILITY TO SHIP THEM
COAT. PLACE YOUR ORDER
W• BRADLEY Bk0S. AND;
REST EASY KNOWING YOUR
ORDER WILL BE FILLED
PROMPTLY WITH THE BEST
COAL BROUGHT TO THE MAR-
KET. WE HAVE A LARGE SUP-
PLY IN OUR SHEDS IN RE-
SERVE AND OUR MINES ARE
SHIPPING US DAILY.
LUMP 12C, EGG sac, NUT sic
PER BUSHEL
PHONE 33g BRADLEY BROS.
Racket Store'
YOU KNOW HOW SCARCE
PLAID SILKS PEFIE.
WE HAVE jun RgotrvED A
FINE LINE OF THESE POPU-
LAR GOODS IN A GREAT
RANGE OF COLOR&
WE HAVE DARK PLAIDS IN
ALL SORTS OF PRETTY COW
BINATIONS.
WE HAVE GREY PLAIDS IN
A GOOD RANGE OF STYLE&
WE HAVE LIGHT PLAIDS
THAT ARE PERFECT BEAU-
TIES.
THE PRICES ARE ofIc AND 111
A YARD.
CAN'T WE SHOW YOU THESE
PLAIDS?
NOR MINN
Coe. He
pe nit eri 1g#
Attorney John Grayot passed
through the city yesterday en route
f•-oni Smitidand to Prtnceton.
Mr James H. Balwin and wife wdl
return here from Senithland shortly to
reside They have lived there for two
years
Subscribe for the Register.
Sans Souci apartment• 3•3.N
gtn St. Steam Heine!. W E Cochrsel.
••••••••••
LOST
-Large pocketbook with Of.
in bills. and $3,5 worth of cheeks pay-
.hl. to Contractor George torrent,
who lo: it. Finder return to Resit-
ter and ge: reward.
I have opened a first c!ass restaur-
ant at sail Kentucky avenue, seat
door to Third street, and will be
pleased to have you call. Best service
promptly re LF.S PURDY
, &men Acceuntant.
Will pest, examine, systematise and
audit books by tee day, week, or thejob Terms Reasonable
JOHN I) SMITH. Jr. ii$ity building
Fratern
WANTED FOR U. a ARMY-
unmerried man between
ogee of at and 35: cite:ells of United
literes, if good charecter ea tempe-
rate habits, who caa speak. reed and
write English For information ap-tly to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
sr °ad House; Padeicah..E.7-
tartest, Best and Biggest Selling
Copoight Novels of the Day
Resanov. by Gertrude Atherton Barr. This is the biggest sellingThe new remodel novel of tide bo.ok in the United States today.dented author.
The Lady Evelyn, by Man Pens-, House of Defence, Benson. This
is Benson's latest and greatest berte°- Hs" is a Prealara- Evers
wait. girl hopes to have one Hke it toDec Gordon. by Mary E. WO- solos.
kine--Freeenan. Fez and away the A Rock in the Hdft. bythe best boob written by this Robert Barr. A rattail *MSpopular author. story of love, rnensoce andlThe Man Between. by Ametis mettars.
These are beautiful books. illuetrated in color, regular Sidi>hindingro gid our special price is only pc. Sold only by us atthis 1 We receive all the new books as soon as they areprillsbed and we cat prices on nli books,
41•••••••
8.1Wilson at liarboor's Departmeat Store
sweaseesssniess -
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying resit. Lot am build the house; you pay for k as youpay sent. Vacant isle is an parts of the city. Nice lots an theproposed car esensies an Broad to union depot ad ea Alen
streets from $p to Sep each. Buy now on instalment Pea
while cheap. Tris is die highest ground in die city. Property
anvancing fleidaf.
avo
M'CRACICEN REAL ESTATE & M 'RTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L Herd D. Senessa Pres. sod PhoLe 711S.
Dont, Wait,
TOO LONG Real Pittsburg —
GET OUR RUCKS BEFORE YOU BUY
BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES
COAL GenuinesTradewater ,
WestKentucky Coal Co.,
Both Phones:—.254
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